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1

SCOPE
I-CAR, the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair, the not-forprofit organization created in 1979 by the collective automotive collision repair
industry (Repairers, Insurers, OEMs, Suppliers, Schools and Services), is
chartered to assist the collision repair industry with programs that help industry
individuals and businesses develop and access the information, knowledge
and skills required to perform complete, safe and quality repairs.
Accordingly, I-CAR’s Professional Development Program is designed to
establish clarity on the requisite terminal and enabling learning objectives,
documented as knowledge and skills, to achieve such repairs, as defined by
industry stakeholders in cooperation with I-CAR.
Further, industry-wide adoption of the program as the industry standard for
training contributes to industry consistency, uniformity and efficiencies for all
stakeholders, while also contributing to the industry’s objective of complete,
safe and quality repairs.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM PRINCIPLES

2.1

KEY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PRINCIPLES ARE:
•

Role relevant knowledge and skills.

•

Progressive and properly sequenced knowledge and skills building.

•

Knowledge and skills relevant to current and near-term anticipated
industry technical and best practice demands required for achievement
of complete, safe and quality repairs.

•

Industry common protocol that can be fulfilled by qualified training
from a variety of providers including (but not limited to) suppliers,
OEMs and I-CAR.

•

Industry common protocol that provides structure for all contemplated
training program design and requirements work undertaken by
industry stakeholders, ensuring such programs are technically and
comprehensibly robust and uniform to defined industry expectations,
leading to avoidance of redundancies and inconsistencies that may
unnecessarily complicate or otherwise undermine the effectiveness of
training initiatives undertaken by industry stakeholders.
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2.2

ROLE RELEVANCY:
Certain knowledge and skills may be common across various roles in the
collision repair industry, while in most cases knowledge and skills are unique
to certain roles and/or functions. The intent of the Professional Development
Program is to properly define the critical roles and/or functions that contribute
to complete, safe and quality repairs, define how these roles contribute to
achievement of such and to define the knowledge and skills required to
effectively perform such roles and/or functions. The following table defines
Professional Development Program roles:

ESTIMATOR
ROLE DESCRIBED

Inspects, analyzes and evaluates damaged vehicles to
create a comprehensive and accurate damage report.
This individual builds a relationship with vehicle owners,
repairers and insurance personnel to negotiate costs and
close customer sales. He or she uses computers to write
estimates and works with computer software.

Inspect, analyze and evaluate damaged vehicles to create a
comprehensive and accurate damage report.

REFINISH TECHNICIAN
ROLE DESCRIBED

Prepares and applies paint to repaired vehicles to restore a
vehicle’s appearance to pre-accident condition. Duties may
include final sanding, masking, color mixing and tinting,
spray booth operations and applying primers, sealers and
clear coats. He or she may need to blend color into adjacent
panels for a better color match to the existing vehicle finish.
This individual works with potentially hazardous materials,
so attention to safety and personal protection is essential.
Vehicles must be prepared and refinished correctly to ensure
proper adhesion, color match and overall appearance.

C O L L I S I O N R E PA I R FA C I L I T I E S

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

Prepare and apply paint to repaired vehicles to restore a
vehicle’s appearance to pre-accident condition.
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NON-STRUCTURAL TECHNICIAN
ROLE DESCRIBED

Restores damaged exterior panels to their original integrity,
function and appearance. This technician uses hand tools
and power tools to remove or repair damaged parts, and
properly install new parts. He or she works with a variety
of metals and plastics, as well as glass, electrical and
mechanical parts. In many facilities, this technician is used
in the disassembly and/or blueprinting process.
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

STRUCTURAL TECHNICIAN
ROLE DESCRIBED

Restores structural dimensions and structural integrity to
collision damaged vehicles. He or she uses measuring
and frame equipment to diagnose damage and return
damaged frame or unibody parts to manufacturer’s
specifications. Hand tools and power tools are used
to remove or repair damaged parts, weld and properly
install new parts. This individual works with a variety of
materials and joining technologies used in automotive
manufacturing such as, but not limited to, mild steels,
high-strength steels, ultra-high-strength steels, aluminum,
carbon fiber, plastics, glass, electrical and mechanical
parts, and joining processes such as welding, rivet
bonding, MIG brazing and spot welding.
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

Restore vehicle dimensions and structural integrity to
collision-damaged vehicles.
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C O L L I S I O N R E PA I R FA C I L I T I E S

Restore damaged exterior panels to their original integrity,
function and appearance.

ELECTRICAL/DIAGNOSTICS TECHNICIAN
ROLE DESCRIBED

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

Diagnose, calibrate and repair collision-related electrical
component damage.

MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN
ROLE DESCRIBED

A Mechanical Technician diagnoses and repairs collisionrelated mechanical damage including – but not limited to –
steering, suspension, air conditioning, engine, brake, restraint,
and electrical systems. This individual uses measuring and
alignment equipment to diagnose damage and return front and
rear wheel alignments to manufacturer’s specifications. Hand
tools and power tools are used to remove or repair damaged
parts and properly install new parts.

C O L L I S I O N R E PA I R FA C I L I T I E S

The Electrical/Diagnostics Technician follows OEM information
for scanning and calibration during the collision repair process.
The technician may perform a Pre-Repair Scan/Health Scan
to capture codes, a Post-Repair Scan to identify and clear
codes, and/or a Post-Repair Calibration/Initialization following
the removal, installation, and/or repair of many safety and
driver convenience system parts, or if there is damage to the
mounting location(s), R&I or R&R of the cameras/sensors/
mounting locations, R&I or R&R of parts in front of, or behind,
cameras and/or sensors, or R&R or R&I of closure/trim panels.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

Diagnose and repair collision-related mechanical damage.
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PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Production Management is an integral component to the
collision repair process serving to plan, manage and adjust
workflow on a daily basis. This key role touches every
part of a collision repair process and builds relationships
across the repair cycle including customers, staff, insurance
representatives, OE representatives and other relationships
as necessary.
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

Oversee the process and staff to ensure efficient, safe repairs
and excellent customer service from the time the car enters the
shop to when the customer drives away.

C O L L I S I O N R E PA I R FA C I L I T I E S

ROLE DESCRIBED

AUTO PHYSICAL DAMAGE APPRAISER (APDA)
ROLE DESCRIBED

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

Inspect, analyze and evaluate damaged vehicles to create a
comprehensive and accurate damage report.
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INSURERS

Inspect, analyze and evaluate damaged vehicles to create a
comprehensive and accurate damage report. These individuals
often travel to a vehicle’s location, which may include tow
facilities, repair facilities, dealerships and customer locations.
They may also work in a company drive-in claims center
and use computers to write estimates and use computer
software to write estimates. Those in this role document all
aspects of claims investigation and processing and follow
company claims processes that account for a fair and accurate
settlement, customer satisfaction and cost management.

3

ROLE-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILL REQUIREMENTS
The I-CAR Detailed Knowledge and Skill Area Definitions by Role section
provides further detail on each knowledge and skills requirement. This also
serves as foundational criteria, among other criteria, for the I-CAR Industry
Training Alliance® program qualification of industry training for credit toward
Professional Development Program requirements.

4

FULFILLING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
I-CAR’s Industry Training Relative to I-CAR Knowledge and Skills Areas
matrix, available on I-CAR.com/TrainingMatrix, shows current qualified I-CAR
and industry training programs that fulfill program requirements.
This matrix is updated real-time as new qualified training becomes available.

INDUSTRY TRAINING
RELATIVE TO I-CAR® KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILL AREAS
AU TO M OT I V E CO L L I S I O N R E PAI R I N DU ST RY
K N OWL E DG E AN D S K I L LS PR OTO CO L
I-CAR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM™
INTER- IND U STRY CONFERENCE ON AU TO COL L ISION REPAIR

©2018 I-CAR
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5

RELATED RECOGNITION PROGRAMS
Fulfillment of Professional Development Program requirements qualifies
individuals and businesses for I-CAR recognition. The organization currently
recognizes individuals through its Platinum™ program and businesses through
its Gold Class® program.
Additional industry organizations may incorporate the Professional
Development Program to their own unique recognition programs and may
further link I-CAR’s recognition programs to broader recognition and/or
certification programs they may manage. While such links are encouraged
by I-CAR for industry consistency and efficiency, such links are at the sole
discretion of each industry organization.

The industry-recognized Platinum designation is earned by collision repair
professionals who achieve and maintain high levels of role-relevant training that
contributes to complete, safe and quality repairs. Training to Platinum keeps
professionals current on vehicle technology, improves their job performance
and assists their career development.
Detailed requirements for Platinum achievement are located on the I-CAR
website at I-CAR.com/Platinum.

Gold Class recognition program is the highest role-relevant training
achievement recognized by the collision repair industry. To earn and maintain
Gold Class recognition, businesses must achieve and maintain a high level of
role-relevant training across each of the major collision repair roles.
Detailed requirements for Gold Class achievement are located on the I-CAR
website at I-CAR.com/GoldClass.
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I-CAR DETAILED KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILL AREA DEFINITIONS BY ROLE
ESTIMATOR
REFINISH TECHNICIAN
NON-STRUC TURAL TECHNICIAN
STRUC TURAL TECHNICIAN
ELEC TRICAL/DIAGNOSTICS TECHNICIAN
MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN
PRODUC TION MANAGEMENT
AUTO PHYSICAL DAMAGE APPRAISER
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DEFINITION OF COLUMNS
TERMINAL OBJECTIVE
A statement in specific and measurable terms that describes what the
learner will be able to do as a result of engaging in a learning activity.
Focused at the highest level of learning an individual will accomplish by
competing the learning event.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE
Are supporting objectives for Terminal Objectives. Allow the Terminal
Objective to be broken down into smaller, more manageable objectives.
What he or she must do to accomplish the Terminal Objective

12
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E ST I M ATOR

ESTIMATOR
INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

ROLE DESCRIPTION
Inspects, analyzes and evaluates damaged vehicles to create a comprehensive and
accurate damage report. This individual builds a relationship with vehicle owners,
repairers and insurance personnel to negotiate costs and close customer sales. He or
she uses computers to write estimates and works with computer software.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Inspect, analyze and evaluate damaged vehicles to create a comprehensive and
accurate damage report.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
E1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Estimator is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Details how materials are identified using repair
information resources (OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.

E ST I M ATOR

Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.
E2

Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Estimator is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Identify the approved hand, foot and
body protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear
plug and ear muff usage.
Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.

E3

Practice
Workplace
Safety

Estimator is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting
requirements, written hazardous communication
program and hazardous material training
programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal
words, precautionary statements and
supplemental information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

E4

E5

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Estimator determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Estimator can identify parts
that are unique to hybrid
vehicles and list safety
precautions and damage
analysis considerations.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.
Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding
and heating.

E ST I M ATOR

REF

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems
and hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.

E6

Perform Damage
Analysis
on Unitized
Structures

Estimator is able to
identify parts of the
unitized structure, identify
damage based on
vehicle measurements,
explain collision
energy management
principles and list repair
considerations for
unitized structures.

Identify the repair and replace considerations for
front unitized structure damage analysis.
Discuss repair considerations for radiator core
support, upper and lower rails, strut towers,
aprons, engine cradle and cowls.
Discuss repair and replace methods specific to
doors and door parts, movable and heated glass
and sunroofs.
Explain repair and replace considerations for
the rear bumpers, lighting and pickup truck box
assembly.
Identify vehicle structures (Unibody, Space Frame
and Body-Over-Frame).
Examine how collision forces are absorbed by the
unitized structure and how vehicle damage may
occur away from the point of impact.
Explain Point-to-Point measuring techniques used
during the damage analysis process.
Discuss three-dimensional measuring principles to
measure three dimensional planes.
Identify when heat should be used
during repairs.
Discuss partial and full part
replacement options.

E7

Perform Damage
Analysis on Full
Frame Vehicles

Estimator is able to
explain full-frame vehicle
design, collision energy
management principles and
list repair considerations.

Discuss how to identify full-frame vehicles.
Examine how full-frame vehicles are constructed
and how they manage energy in a collision.
Determine common damage and considerations
for making full-frame vehicle repairs.
Discuss full-frame vehicle damage, and how to
inspect for partial replacement options, mounting
areas, crossmembers, and accessories.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF

E ST I M ATOR

E8

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify
Recycled Parts
Considerations

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Estimator can locate
vehicle maker position
statements, repair
consideration, parts
grading, part usage
considerations, part
preparation, part sourcing
and list recycled parts best
practices.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Discuss the benefits of recycled parts.
Recall considerations for using recycled parts
compared to new parts.
Recognize the proper procedure for ordering
recycled parts and assemblies.
Examine recycling facility removal processes and
how they affect part usage for repairs.
List the proper steps for recycled part inspection
for bolt-on panels and structures, mechanical,
engine, drivetrain, suspension and wiring parts.
Identify unique procedures for installing recycled
assemblies and unitized
structure parts.

E9

Perform
Restraints
Systems Damage
Analysis

Estimator is able to
describe restraint system
operation, locate repair
information sources,
identify parts and
make repair/replace
recommendations.

Examine how seat belts, pre-tensioners and roll
bars types of restraint systems work together to
protect the vehicle occupants.
Examine how the airbag system control modules
and sensors work together to properly deploy the
airbags.
Identify the operation of the airbag system, the
impact and safing sensors, restraint control
module, driver SRS and passenger SRS.
Discuss the inspection considerations for seat
belt systems, seat belt pre-tensioners and roll
bar systems needed to prepare an estimate for
collision repair.
Recall inspection considerations for the front
passenger airbag system, side airbag, impact
and safing sensor and restraint control module
inspection considerations.

E10

Determine
Refinish
Considerations

Estimator is able to
identify various automotive
finishes and explain the
repair process from the
estimating perspective
including materials used
and
finish systems.

Examine the common OEM finishes (Single stage,
basecoat/ clearcoat, multi-stage).
Discuss refinishing terminology that encompasses
the refinish process.
Identify refinishing tools and equipment.
Discuss the part preparation process for new
parts, repaired parts.
Examine the refinish process (primers, color
matching, vehicle preparation, paint/clearcoat
application).
Discuss corrosion protection.

E11

Perform
Stationary Glass
Damage Analysis

Estimator is able to identify
different types of stationary
glass, consideration for
removal to access a
repair area, glass repair
considerations, ADAS
implications and part
ordering considerations.

Recall the structural role of stationary glass.
Identify the types and features (tinting,
frit, shading, encapsulated glass, trim
and moldings) of stationary glass.
Identify the types of adhesives used with
stationary glass.
Explain adhesive cure times for minimum
driveaway time.
Examine stationary glass repair vs.
replace considerations.
Discuss items to consider for stationary glass
installation and calibration.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
E12

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

Perform Vehicle
Check-in Process

Estimator is able to identify
the different procedures
when checking-in a vehicle
for repair.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Examine the importance of facilitating an
informative customer experience
Discuss the process for receiving a vehicle
Explain the process for inspecting a vehicle in
preparation for the repair process.

E13

Perform Damage
Analysis on
Interior Trim and
Movable Roofs

Estimator is able to assess
damage to a vehicle hard
top, soft top, as well as
interior trim and make
repair or replace decisions.

E ST I M ATOR

Explain how loss-related information is gathered,
vehicle condition is documented and expectations
are set.
Identify general interior trim parts damage analysis
and considerations for carpeting, interior lamps
and pillar trim.
Examine forward passenger compartment trim
inspection areas, including the dash, console and
overhead trim.
Discuss types of convertible tops and convertible
top repair options for complete convertible top
replacement.
E14

Write Estimates
and Supplements

Estimator is able to explain
the process for writing an
estimate using blueprinting
SOPs and manage the
overall estimating process.

Identify the different labor categories (body, paint,
mechanical, structural, diagnostic, electrical, and
glass).
List common part types (OEM, aftermarket,
reconditioned, LKQ/Used, Optional OEM) and
operations.
Identify refinish operations, paint and materials on
the estimate.
Discuss how betterment and depreciation can
affect an estimate total.
Explain the definition of blueprinting and
the efficiencies gained by implementing the
blueprinting process.
Explain the purpose and process for mapping a
damaged vehicle, identify pre-existing damage,
and identify upsell opportunities.
Explain common estimating systems for P-pages.
Discuss common items that are considered
Included and Not-Included operations.
Examine refinish operations found in the P-pages.

E15

Explain Estimates
and Supplements

Estimator is able to explain
P-page usage, understand
estimate terminology,
interpret the estimate.

Identify the different labor categories (body, paint,
mechanical, structural, diagnostic, electrical and
glass).
List common part types (OEM, aftermarket,
reconditioned, LKQ/Used, Optional OEM)
and operations.
Identify refinish operations, paint and materials on
the estimate.
Discuss how betterment and depreciation can
affect an estimate total.
Explain common estimating systems
for P-pages.
Discuss common items that are considered
Included and Not-Included operations.
Examine refinish operations found in
the P-pages.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
E16

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Estimator must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve cycle time.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time, and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.

E ST I M ATOR

Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including non-structural, structural, and refinishing
repair areas.
E17

Schedule the
Repair

Estimator is able to
schedule the repair based
on repair size and current
workload.

Identify how to schedule a repair appointment with
the customer considering current work in process
and load leveling.
Identify the importance of repair scheduling, work
in process and available shop capacity.
Discuss the importance of the initial parts order
and staging and communication.

E18

E19

Perform Drivetrain
Damage Analysis

Perform
Mechanical Brake
System Damage
Analysis

Estimator is able to
describe drivetrain
system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Examine considerations for engine inspection and
component repair or replacement that includes air
intake systems, fluids and fuel systems, emissions
and exhaust.

Estimator is able to
describe mechanical
brake system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Explain how basic brake systems
operate, including disc and drum-style
brake assemblies.

Discuss the considerations for inspecting rollover
damage.
Identify inspection considerations of the
transmission, driveshafts and subframe
to recommend repair or replacement.

Discuss how brake system parts operate including
the master cylinder, braking assists, parking
brakes, lines and hoses.
Identify various types of brake fluids.
Identify areas of inspection for basic brake system
damage analysis.
Identify areas of inspection for disc brakes, drum
brakes, braking assists, brake lines, hoses and
parking brakes.
Examine anti-lock brake system (ABS) operation
and parts, traction control and stability control
functions and parts.
Discuss how these systems enhance braking.
Inspect and analyze ABS speed sensors,
fluid pumps, tone rings and circuits.

18
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

E20

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Damage
Analysis of Driving
Assist Systems

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Estimator is able to
describe driving assist
system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Explain damage analysis of blind spot detection,
cross-traffic alert and parking assist systems in
vehicles.
Discuss how the driver assist systems operate,
the parts that influence the systems and what to
look for during a damage analysis inspection.
Discuss damage analysis of the lane departure
warning, attention assist, adaptive cruise control
and collision avoidance driver assist systems in
vehicles.

E ST I M ATOR

REF

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Recall how the driver assist systems operate, the
parts that influence the systems and what to look
for during damage analysis inspection.
E21

Perform Steering
and Suspension
Damage Analysis

Estimator is able to
describe steering and
suspension system
operation, locate repair
information sources,
identify parts and
make repair/replace
recommendations.

Identify the parts and operation of the
parallelogram, rack and pinion, steering column
and steering power assist systems.
Identify the parts and operation of front and rear
suspension systems.
Identify both ride height control and ride damper
control parts and operation.
Discuss the key characteristics related to damage
analysis and inspection of suspension systems.
Recall characteristics of customer consultation
and visual inspection.
Identify tire, wheel and suspension inspection
areas, as well as toe, caster and camber
inspection areas.
Examine the characteristics of wheel tracking and
alignment angles.
Discuss steering system damage analysis
inspection techniques.

E22

Explain Basic
Electrical Systems

Estimator is able to explain
basic circuit construction,
common electrical
system failures, common
troubleshooting steps and
repair considerations.

Identify electrical damage following a vehicle
collision and identify parts of a basic circuit(power
source, load, path).
Recall, at a high level, how to locate potential
electrical damage following a collision.
Discuss basic circuit operation (voltage, current
and resistance) and how circuits
are measured using voltage drop.
Explain connector and wire repair.

E23

Perform Photo
Documentation

Estimator is able to
identify required photos,
explain how to best use a
camera for clear and well
lit photo, shot composition
and standard operating
procedures.

Identify photo documentation for the collision
repair facility, insurers and customers.
List the photo equipment required for
quality photos.

Capture check-in photos.
Capture disassembly photos.
Capture in-process photos.

Explain basic camera operation for
quality photos.
Describe phot requirements during check-in,
disassembly and in-process.

E24

Perform Damage
Analysis of Vehicle
Convenience
Systems

Estimator is able to
assess damage to vehicle
convenience systems
such as power seats.

Identify the cause of system failures based
on indicators for the keyless entry system, theftdeterrent system, rain sensing wipers system,
climate-controlled seats system,
and the hands-free access system.

E25

Perform Air
Conditioning
Damage Analysis

Estimator is able to
describe air conditioning
system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Identify the parts (condenser, accumulator,
evaporator, compressor, blower motor, switches,
lines and hoses) on the A/C system and how to
inspect for part damage to recommend repair or
replace.
Discuss considerations for servicing the
A/C system.

AUT O M O TI V E C O LLI S I O N RE PA I R I N D U S TRY KN O W LE D G E A N D S KI LLS P RO TO C O L
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

E ST I M ATOR

REF

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail

E26

Perform Heating
and Cooling
System Damage
Analysis

Estimator is able to
describe heating and
cooling system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Recall the steps involved in conducting an
inspection on the Cooling system (engine coolant,
heater system, cooling fans, water pump, overflow
tanks, radiators and belts) of a damaged vehicle
and recommend parts repair or replacement.

E27

Perform Lighting
and Vision Assist
Damage Analysis

Estimator is able to
describe lighting and vision
assist system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Identify the adaptive front lighting system,
operation and damage analysis.

E28

Coordinate the
Repair Process

Skill Detail

Identify the high beam assist system, operation
and damage analysis.
Identify the night view assist system, operation
and the damage analysis process.

Estimator is able to
coordinate the repair
workflow for efficient
shop performance, while
managing customer
expectations.

Describe necessary steps to manage
the work in process.
Explain what to communicate with
the staff during daily production
meetings.
Update the job file documents.
Update the repair order with photos.
Explain how to educate the customer
on the repair process.
Describe how to complete the
teardown with the technician.
Describe how to build the repair plan.
Describe what to communicate with
insurance company.
List the updates to communicate to
the customer.
Describe how to update the job file
documents to initiate the vehicle
repair process.
Describe how to assign technicians
based on capacity.
Describe how part orders impact
cycle time.
Determine when to order fixtures.
Determine when to schedule the
sublet.
Measure their job performance using
CSI scores, insurance data and
supervisory feedback.
Take steps to improve performance.

E29

Perform Natural
Causes Damage
Analysis

Estimator is able to identify
damage related to wind,
hail and flood damage
and list repair or replace
options for each.

Identify hail damage, repair options
(Paintless Dent Repair) and the indicators
of fraudulent hail damage.
Identify wind, lightning and infestation damage.
Discuss damages and estimate repairs for wind,
lightning and infestation damage.
Identify flood level, total loss and flood
fraud indicators.
Discuss health concerns related to working with
flood-damaged vehicles.
Identify vehicle engine compartment, interior and
electrical inspection areas.
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TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
E30

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Fire
Damage Analysis

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Estimator is able to
examine damage related
to smoke, heat, fire and
method used to extinguish
and determine repairability.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Discuss the processes for identifying the
cause of fire, locating the point of origin,
and determining temperatures.
Explain the repair considerations associated with
various types of fire damage.

E31

Perform
Vandalism
Damage Analysis

Estimator is able to
examine damage related to
vandalism and make repair/
replace decisions based on
the extent of damage.

E ST I M ATOR

Explain the effects of heat on various
vehicle parts.
Explain the various types of finish, interior
and mechanical damage, as well as their
corresponding repair methods.
Discuss the processes following a
theft recovery.
Explain the processes for determining
fluid contamination.
E32

Perform Theft
Damage Analysis

Estimator is able to
examine damage related
to theft and make repair/
replace decisions based on
the extent of damage.

Identify items commonly stolen during a theft
(catalytic converters, air bags, wheel/tires),
and methods used to steal OEM and aftermarket
electronics.
Discuss certain practices for inspecting a
recovered stolen vehicle.
Learn to recognize types of damage related to
theft, as well as possible indicators of fraud.

E33

Identify
Administrative
Processes

Estimator is able to work
with customers, insurers
and technicians throughout
the repair process, using
proper organizational
skills and following facility
SOPs for all customer
and insurer management
communications.

Identify the process for the final quality inspection
before customer delivery.
Examine the paperwork that must be completed
and how to complete it.
Discuss the steps that should be followed when
returning the repaired vehicle to the customer.
Examine what is required for finalizing and
collecting payments.
Prepare the customer for the Customer
Satisfaction Index (CSI) company calling,
and how to analyze the CSI reports.

E34

Perform Job File
Management
and Proper
Documentation

Examine the importance of building
a good relationship with the
customer and the consequences
of each interaction. Focus on good
customer service such as: being
empathetic, listening actively, acting
professionally and communicating
effectively.

Estimator is able
to document the
repair process for
each job including
service information,
measurements, alignment
numbers, etc.

Demonstrate a conflict resolution
strategy to handle difficult
conversations.
Demonstrate a procedure of
completing a repair estimate step
by step.
Participate in an SOP (standard
operating procedure) activity to
make the documentation process
more effective
Demonstrates the importance
of accurately reading nonverbal
communication.
E35

Perform Quality
Control

Estimator is able to
perform a variety of
quality control inspections
during repairs and after
the vehicle is complete.

Discuss the process for initial
pre-repair inspections
Examine the phases and steps for
in-process quality control.
Identify the post repair/pre-delivery
inspections required.

AUT O M O TI V E C O LLI S I O N RE PA I R I N D U S TRY KN O W LE D G E A N D S KI LLS P RO TO C O L
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REFINISH TECHNICIAN
INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

RE F I N IS H T EC H N I CIAN

ROLE DESCRIPTION
Prepares and applies paint to repaired vehicles to restore a vehicle’s appearance
to pre-accident condition. Duties may include final sanding, masking, color
mixing and tinting, spray booth operations and applying primers, sealers and
clear coats. He or she may need to blend color into adjacent panels for a better
color match to the existing vehicle finish. This individual works with potentially
hazardous materials, so attention to safety and personal protection is essential.
Vehicles must be prepared and refinished correctly to ensure proper adhesion,
color match and overall appearance.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Prepare and apply paint to repaired vehicles to restore a vehicle’s appearance
to pre-accident condition.

AUT O M O TI V E C O LLI S I O N RE PA I R I N D U S TRY KN O W LE D G E A N D S KI LLS P RO TO C O L
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
R1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Practice
Workplace
Safety

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting
requirements, written hazardous communication
program and hazardous material training
programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal words,
precautionary statements and supplemental
information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.

R2

Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Technician is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Identify the approved hand, foot and
body protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug
and ear muff usage.

RE F I N IS H T EC H N I CIAN

Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.
R3

Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Technician is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

Details how materials are identified
using repair information resources
(OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
R4

R5

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Comply with
Environmental
Protection
Regulations

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Technician is able to take
steps to reduce hazardous
waste and volatile organic
compounds (VOC) using
shop SOPs.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.
Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding
and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Discuss hazardous Airborne Pollutants (HAP) as
defined by the EPA.
Identify environmental compliance requirements
for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Explain hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss the Clean Air Act and NESHAP
regulations for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss requirements for developing
an in-house training program to
manage compliance.
Explain ways to reduce HAP in the
repair facility.
Identify refinishing techniques related to
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Identify was to reduce HAP when using the
spraybooth.
Explain proper spray guns techniques and proper
spray gun cleaning techniques that reduce HAP
emissions.
Identify hazardous waste resources, the types and
generation.
Explain hazardous waste training resources.
Detail the types of hazardous waste.
Identify characteristics of hazardous
waste generators.

RE F I N IS H T EC H N I CIAN

Identify disposal and record keeping practices
related to hazardous waste.
Discuss practices for handling spills, disposal of
waste and record keeping.
R6

Apply Masking

Technician can identify
types and uses of tapes,
list types of vehicle spray
covers and perform
a variety of masking
techniques.

Discuss masking machines and their benefits.
Discuss types of masking tapes (fine line,
aperture, foam).
Discuss the techniques used when masking a
vehicle for refinish (back masking, lifting tape, trim
masking, reverse masking).
Examine types of vehicle masking covers (paper
uses and plastic sheeting and spray masking).
Discuss the proper considerations for removing
masking.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

R7

Set Up Spray Gun

Technician is able to
identify the different types
of spray guns and explain
maintenance, cleaning and
troubleshooting steps.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify HVLP, RP, LVLP, gravity feed and
waterborne spray gun types.
Examine the different spray gun parts and
accessories used. (Paint cups, air caps,
fluid needles)
Discuss proper spray gun setup when adjusting
inlet pressure, fan adjustment, fluid control.
Examine test spray patterns and determine
adjustments based on the type of pattern.
Examine proper spray gun use.
Identify accepted spray gun maintenance
practices and cleaning steps.

R8

Apply a Finish

Technician is able to
apply primer, basecoat
(colorcoat) and clearcoat.

Identify how to correctly apply basecoats.
Identify considerations for applying basecoats,
blending techniques.
Discuss how to work with multi-stage finishes.
Examine considerations for applying basecoats
to plastics.
Identify how to correctly apply clearcoats.
Discuss considerations for applying clearcoat.

R9

Maintain Mixing
Room and Related
Equipment

Technician is able to
operate and maintain
equipment commonly
used in the mixing room.

Discuss the mixing room safety considerations
Discuss common mixing room setup
considerations.
Identify common tools and equipment found in a
mixing room.
Discuss maintenance schedules for inspecting
and replacing intake and exhaust filters.

R10

Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

Technician must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve cycle time.

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time, and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.

RE F I N IS H T EC H N I CIAN

Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including non-structural, structural, and refinishing
repair areas.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
R11

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Prepare Surface
for Refinishing

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
mix primer for repaired
areas, block primer and
prepare a vehicle for paint
(excluding masking).

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Discuss techniques used for removing pinstripes
and decal adhesive, emblem adhesive removal,
surface cleaners and tack cloths, and cleaning the
affected area.
Discuss sanding and scuffing techniques to
prevent sanding marks and deep scratches.
Identify preparation methods for metal substrates
for OEM finish preparation and new part
preparation techniques.
Identify methods for preparing non-metal
substrates for repair.
Identify plastics (rigid and flexible) preparation and
new part preparation techniques.
Identify the different types of primers and their
usage.
Explain the featheredging process.
Discuss the process for mixing primers.
Discuss the process and methods (heeling
and arching, travel speed, reverse priming and
distance and overlap) for preparing and using a
spray gun for priming.
Explain the process for block sanding using guide
coat during primer application.

R12

Perform Mixing
and Tinting

Technician is able to mix
colorcoat according to the
proper ratios and achieve
the proper color match.

Examine characteristics of color, light, metallics
and pearls.
Identify how light, metallics, pearls and
tri-coat finishes affect color.
Examine steps to evaluate color, select refinish
color formulas, mix toners to make the basecoat
and conduct sprayout panel procedures.
Determine vehicle color and identify the
dimensions of color, color matching tools,
and sprayout panels.
Determine when tinting is needed and how to tint.

Discuss the process for mixing
refinish materials.
R13

Manage Paint
Department

Technician can determine
job schedules based on
priority, review work orders
and plan paint color.

Discuss the importance of making a good refinish
plan.
Examine the refinish steps that can negatively
impact the daily refinish schedule.
Discuss the main bottlenecks that impact the
spray booth efficiency.

R14

Application of
Color Theory

Technician uses color
theory to match color and
tint a color when a color
code does not provide
an exact color match.

Demonstrate how to evaluate color
based on Value, Hue and Chroma
using different color matching
techniques and tools.
Variants in colors using variant
chips to identify a blendable match.
Determine best practices for tinting.
Demonstrate how color plotting is
used to develop a color-tinting plan.
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RE F I N IS H T EC H N I CIAN

Identify when to tint and what steps to take before
tinting.

TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
R15

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify and
Remove Refinish
Defects

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify defects such as
color mismatch, solvent
popping and adhesion
and provide solutions for
removing the defects.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Discuss how surface preparation will reduce paint
defects.
Discuss the chemistry of how refinish
coatings dry.
Examine how surface tension, solvents, reducers,
hardeners and flash times impact refinish defects.
Examine common defects on plastic substrates.
Discuss refinish defects associated with body
fillers and ways to prevent them.
Identify sanding best practices to reduce
paint defects.
Identify common shop equipment that can impart
paint defects (spraybooth, air lines, filters)
Discuss how paint application techniques to the
surface can impact defects.
Discuss the consequences of refinish defects
(rework, vehicle delivery delays, additional material
costs)
Examine the types of defects and their common
causes.
Examine troubleshooting considerations
to determine what caused the defect.
Identify correction and
prevention considerations.

Paint Maker
Certification

Technician uses paint
maker certification from
alliance provider for
proper application of
a specific product.

ProLevel 03/Paint Maker Certification

RE F I N IS H T EC H N I CIAN

R16
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Skill Detail

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

NON-STRUCTURAL TECHNICIAN
INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

ROLE DESCRIPTION
Restores damaged exterior panels to their original integrity, function and appearance.
This technician uses hand tools and power tools to remove or repair damaged parts,
and properly install new parts. He or she works with a variety of metals and plastics,
as well as glass, electrical and mechanical parts. In many facilities, this technician is
used in the disassembly and/or blueprinting process.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Restore damaged exterior panels to their original integrity, function and appearance.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

NS1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify the approved hand, foot and
body protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug
and ear muff usage.
Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.

NS2

Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Technician is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

Details how materials are identified using repair
information resources (OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium
Discusses characteristics and applications
for carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible
and non-visible weave patterns are used.

NS3

Practice
Workplace
Safety

Technician is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting
requirements, written hazardous communication
program and hazardous material training
programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal words,
precautionary statements and supplemental
information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.
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Skill Detail

REF
NS4

NS5

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Comply with
Environmental
Protection
Regulations

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Technician is able to take
steps to reduce hazardous
waste and volatile organic
compounds (VOC) using
shop SOPs.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, body repairs, welding and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Discuss hazardous Airborne Pollutants (HAP) as
defined by the EPA.
Identify environmental compliance requirements for
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Explain hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss the Clean Air Act and NESHAP
regulations for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss requirements for developing an in-house
training program to manage compliance.
Explain ways to reduce HAP in the repair facility.
Identify refinishing techniques related to
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Identify was to reduce HAP when using the
spraybooth.
Explain proper spray gun techniques and proper
spray gun cleaning techniques that reduce HAP
emissions.
Identify hazardous waste resources, the types and
generation.
Explain hazardous waste training resources.
Detail the types of hazardous waste.
Identify characteristics of hazardous waste
generators.
Identify disposal and record keeping practices
related to hazardous waste.
Discuss practices for handling spills, disposal of
waste and record keeping.

NS6

Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Technician can identify
parts that are unique
to hybrid vehicles and
list safety precautions
and damage analysis
considerations.

Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems
and hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

NS7

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

Complete the
Vehicle Teardown

Technician is able to
remove interior and exterior
trim and bolt-on panels/
assemblies following the
blueprinting process.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify trim removal tools, storage and hardware
and trim removal techniques.
Discuss techniques used to remove
interior trim.
Explain interior component removal considerations
for seats, doors and headliners.
Identify techniques used to remove
exterior trim.
Discuss exterior component removal
considerations as well as removal considerations
for antennas, doors, and lock cylinders.
Explain repair considerations for bolt-on
body panel (door, fender, hood, deck lid, bumper
and lighting assemblies) removal
and installation.

NS8

NS9

NS10

Remove and
Install Lamps

Remove and
Install Moveable
Glass

Remove and
Install Steering
System Parts

Technician is able to
remove and install and
aim lamp assemblies.

Explain repair considerations for lighting assembly
removal and installation.

Technician will list the
different types of glass
that can be used for door
glass, sunroofs, explain
removal and installation
considerations and how
adjustments can be made
and safety considerations
while working with
movable glass.

Identify the types of movable glass and
considerations for removal and replacement.

Technician can provide
a high level explanation
of operation, removal,
installation of steering
system components.

Identify how steering system parts that are
comprised of the complete steering column
operate.

Identify repair considerations for lighting
assemblies and headlamp alignment.

Explain the repair considerations for removing and
installing door glass.
Explain the repair considerations for removing and
installing sunroof glass.

Identify the parallelogram steering system parts
and explain their operation.
Discuss rack and pinion steering system parts and
their operation.
Identify power steering system parts and how they
operate in a vehicle.

NS11

Remove and
Install Suspension
System Parts

Technician can provide
a high level explanation
of operation, removal,
installation of suspension
system components.

Identify the parts and operation of front
suspension systems (MacPherson Strut, Modified
Strut, Short-Long Arm, Double Wishbone, MultiLink and Solid Axle).
Identify the parts and operation of rear suspension
systems (Solid Drive Axle, Solid Trailing Axle,
Independent Strut Style and Independent SLA
Style).
Explain both ride height control and ride damper
control parts and operation.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

NS12

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Remove and
Install Restraint
System Parts

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can explain
operation, removal,
installation of restraint
system components.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Recall how the various types of restraint systems
work together to protect the
vehicle occupants.

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

REF

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Identify the different types of restraint systems
used to protect vehicle occupants.
Examine the characteristics of the seat belt
system, seat belt pre-tensioner operation and the
functionality and operation of the roll bars.
Recall how the airbag system control modules
and sensors work together to properly deploy the
airbags.
Identify the operation of the airbag system, the
impact and safing sensors, the restraints control
module, the driver SRS and the passenger SRS.
Describe how to safely identify the components
of the SRS.
Identify the part replacement considerations for
components of the supplemental
restraint system.

NS13

Remove and
Install Heating
and Cooling
System Parts

Technician can explain
operation, removal,
installation of heating
and cooling system
components.

Explain basic function of the engine cooling
system.
Identify system parts.
Identify inspection points following a collision.
Identify accumulator and receiver/drier A/C
system parts, their function within the system,
damage analysis methods and repair options.
Identify the different types of refrigerants and oils
used in a vehicle’s A/C system.

NS14

Remove and
Install Brake
System Parts

Technician can explain
operation, removal,
installation of brake
system components.

Recall basic brake systems, parts and inspection
areas.
Identify how basic brake systems operate, what
parts are used in each system and key areas of
inspection, which include the inspection of master
cylinders, disc brakes, drum brakes and other
additional inspections.
Identify ABS operation.
Discuss the processes for ABS
damage analysis.
Identify the function of the Traction Control
System (TCS) and Stability Control System (SCS)
within a vehicle.
Discuss TCS and SCS operation.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

REF
NS15

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Prepare Panels
for Installation

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can determine
the proper method for
preparing the preparation,
attachment methods and
test-fitting the panel.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify general welding methods and symbols,
panel removal procedures.
Explain how to locate OEM panel removal and
installation procedures using the I-CAR resources.
Explain flange preparation on both the vehicle and
the replacement part.
Explain the process for test fitting a panel.
Explain the different attachment methods for hem
flange, rivet bonding, adhesive bonding joints and
sound deadeners.
Discuss the considerations when planning a roof
panel repair.
Identify the general steps for weld-bonded
removal and installation.
Discuss the considerations for roof panel
replacement, including additional panels,
replacement sequence and removal of glass and
electrical parts for weld-bonded and bonded-on
roof panels.
Discuss general panel attachment methods and
identify the general procedures for completing the
installation.

NS16

Use Adhesives

Technician can identify
the types of adhesives
and explain removal and
application considerations
including cure time and
surface preparation.

Identify industry adhesive bonding compounds,
locations and preparation procedures.
Identify industry adhesive bonding types
(Urethane, acrylic, epoxy-based) locations where
the adhesives are used.
Explain preparation procedures necessary
for industry adhesive bonding compounds
to prevent adhesive and cohesive failures.
Discuss application preparation to include
wet/work time, clamp/handling time, cure time,
forced curing.
Identify two-part adhesive flange preparation,
techniques and part attachment methods.

NS17

Manage Vehicle
Teardown and
the Blueprinting
Process

Technician is able to
explain a preliminary
estimate, identify hidden
damage, plan the repair,
organize parts and
hardware and understand
the supplement process.

Identify a variety of common terms (overhaul,
remove and replace, remove and install, drill time,
included operation, sublet) that are commonly
found on the damage estimate.
Identify Hidden Damage using a thorough
blueprinting process.
Define blueprinting and the communication used
during the blueprinting process.
Explain process commonly used to blueprint a
vehicle.
Identify the visual indicators that help determine
where possible damage may be located.
Explain how measurements are used in the
blueprinting process.
Plan the repair.
Identify best practices for organization and
storage of parts and hardware using parts
carts, organization and storage of service parts,
hardware, clips and other parts.
Explain the supplement process.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

NS18

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve
cycle time.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

REF

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.
Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including Non-Structural, structural,
and refinishing repair areas.

NS19

Planning the NonStructural Repair

Technician understands
how to use SOPs and
an develop a repair
plan based on damage
assessment.

Identify the steps for performing a vehicle
inspection with emphasis on blueprinting.
Recall what to look for when identifying areas
of concern such as wiring, welding, restraint
systems.
Determine the sequence of the repair, examining
in-process consideration such as repair/replace
considerations, corrosion protection, prepping for
paint and quality control.

NS20

Perform
Quality Control

Technician understands
how to use SOPs and
an inspection checklists
throughout the repair
process to ensure fit and
finish, quality welds, proper
reinstallation of all parts,
etc.

Discuss the importance of quality control
to prevent comebacks.
Identify structural repairs quality
control inspections.
Discuss inspection of steel GMA (MIG) welds,
spot welds, aluminum GMA (MIG) welds and rivets
repairs.
Explain how to inspect exterior panels
for proper repair and identify proper seam sealer
application.
Identify how to inspect exterior panels
for proper repair (body filler and a
adhesive bonding).
Identify the steps for inspecting wiring and
mechanical systems for proper repair.
Explain how to inspect a finish for
proper application and for corrosion
protection application.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

REF
NS21

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Prepare Surface
for Refinishing

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to prime
repaired areas, block
primer and prepare a
vehicle for paint (excluding
masking).

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Discuss techniques used for removing pinstripes
and decal adhesive, emblem adhesive removal,
surface cleaners and tack cloths and cleaning the
affected area.
Discuss sanding and scuffing techniques to
prevent sanding marks and deep scratches.
Identify preparation methods for metal substrates
for OEM finish preparation and new part
preparation techniques.
Identify methods for preparing non-metal
substrates for repair.
Identify plastics (rigid and flexible) preparation and
new part preparation techniques.
Identify the different types of primers and
their usage.
Explain the featheredging process.
Discuss the process for mixing primers.
Discuss the process and methods (heeling
and arching, travel speed, reverse priming and
distance and overlap) for preparing and using
a spray gun for priming.
Explain the process for block sanding using guide
coat during primer application.

NS22

NS23

NS24

Apply Filler

Restore
Seam Sealer

Restore Corrosion
Protection

Technician is able
to prep an area, mix
body filler according to
recommendations, apply
filler and sand filler to
match panel contour.

Examine body filler preparation steps and how to
apply body filler.

Technician is able to
identify different seam
sealer types, surface
preparation and use
various tools and
techniques to match the
existing appearance.

Identify the usage of and application of seam
sealers and undercoatings.

Technician can determine
when, where and how
to apply anti-corrosion
compound and base
primer.

Explain the importance of restoring corrosion
protection during and after repairs.

Learn to properly use body filler, how to apply
body filler appropriately and methods for
straightening repair damage.

Explain the purpose of seam sealers on vehicles,
the characteristics of seam sealers that make
them applicable for specific repair situations,
the application considerations for seam sealers
and the characteristics and application of
undercoatings.

Discuss part preparations (OEM replacement
parts, mechanical cleaning, solvent and
waterborne cleaners, recycled replacement parts).
Discuss corrosion protection best practices when
joining surfaces.
Explain how epoxy, self-etching and
primer surfacer / primer sealer are used
for corrosion protection.
Explain how to identify chip-resistant coatings and
their typical locations.

NS25

Apply Weldthrough Primer

Technician can determine
when, where and how
to apply weld-through
primer (WTP).

Discuss best practices for joining surfaces.
Explain the characteristics of weld-through primer
when applied to both GMA (MIG) and spot weld
mating surfaces.
Discuss the application considerations when using
weld-through primer.
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Skill Detail

REF
NS26

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Apply NVH
Material and
Foams

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can identify
the different types of
NVH materials, types of
foams and removal and
application considerations.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Discuss the role anti-flutter foam plays in
maintaining vehicle protection.

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

Describe the types, (heat-activated, chemicalcure, vehicle-maker and flexible) characteristics,
locations and uses.
Explain how to prep and apply anti-flutter foams to
door skins, roof shin bows, lower rails and applying
to areas with limited or no access.
Examine the role rigid foam and sound dampening
materials play in vehicle protection.
Describe rigid foam types, characteristics,
and uses.
Discuss sound dampening material types,
characteristics and uses.

NS27

NS28

Diagnose Wind,
Noise and
Water Leaks

Technician is able to
locate wind, noise and
water leaks that can
occur following repairs.

Discuss how to inspect exterior panels for proper
repair and identify proper seam sealer application.

Perform Plastic
Repair

Technician is able to
prepare a plastic surface
for single-sided repair,
double-sided repair using
adhesive, hot air welding
and nitrogen welding.

Identify the different types of plastics commonly
used in vehicle construction.

Identify how to inspect exterior panels for proper
repair.

Explain the differences between thermoplastics
and thermosets.
Examine specific families of plastics and common
plastics, varying degrees of plastic flexibility.
Definition of an ISO code and its location on
plastic parts is explained.
Examine repair or replacement considerations for
plastic parts.
Discuss using heat methods used to repair plastic
parts.
Identify the necessary procedures, tools and
materials, as well as the steps (cleaning,
preparing, filling, sanding) required for making
single-sided adhesive plastic repairs.
Discuss the different types of two-sided
plastic repairs (cracks, tears and punctures,
mounting tabs).
Examine preparation for a two-sided repair.
Identify methods for repairing the affected area of
a two-sided repair.
Discuss the steps for repairing tabs.
Identify plastic welding equipment and materials
(airless welder, nitrogen welder, hot stapler, rods
and fillers).
Examine the techniques used to make airless and
hot air welding repairs.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

REF
NS29

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Explain NonStructural Metal
Straightening

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify techniques to
straighten steel and
aluminum exterior body
panels using application
of heat, proper tool
selection, a variety of repair
techniques.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Discuss steel panel characteristics and repair
options after a steel part has been subjected to
the effect of a collision.
Identify the characteristics and dent repair options
for formed steel panels.
Discuss basic metal working and damage repair
procedures.
Identify steel panel dent removal procedures and
how the hammer, dolly, file and pick tools assist
with dent removal.
Explain different weld-on dent removal tools
(slidehammer, stud gun and their attachments)
and procedures.
Identify weld-on steel panel dent removal
procedures and how weld-on dent removal tools
assist with steel panel dent repair.
Explain techniques for dent removal using spoons
and steps for heat shrinking a stretched panel,
as well as recognize how to use adhesive dent
removal tools.
Identify aluminum panel characteristics
(heat and nonheat-treatable alloys) and
repair considerations.
Identify aluminum panel characteristics and repair
considerations.
Discuss how to prevent galvanic corrosion.
Identify how galvanic corrosion can be introduced
into the repair process.
Explain the techniques for making a hem flange
and identify aluminum panels welding and surface
preparation steps.

NS30

Explain
Composite
Repair

Technician is able
to identify repair
considerations and repair
types, prepare the surface
for composite repair.

Identify personal protective equipment used for
composite repairs, vehicle safety considerations
and shop or work area standard operating
procedures (SOPs) related to composite repairs.
Discuss the material characteristics and repair
procedures associated with fiber-reinforced
plastic.
Discuss the steps to perform a FRP two-sided
repair. (Applying FRP backing, pyramid patch,
sanding FRP front side repairs).
Identify the characteristics of carbon fiber
(chopped, woven).
Discuss common carbon fiber failures
(delamination, disbonding, core damage,
and cracking/punctures).
Examine cosmetic or buffing, composite,
and vacuum bagging repair options for
carbon fiber.
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Skill Detail

REF
NS31

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Explain Door
Skin Attachment
Methods

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify the proper tools
and steps for door skin
removal, flange preparation
and installation of a
replacement door skin.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the steps for hem flange panel
repair planning.

NO N-STRUC T U RAL T ECHN I CI AN

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

Discuss the steps for separating the skin
from the door shell or beam using grinding
and heat methods.
Examine existing flange and replacement panel
preparation methods.
Discuss panel fit-up considerations.
Identify the steps to make a hem flange and install
a hem flange on a replacement panel.
Examine the installation considerations when
making a hem flange on quarter panels and
recycled parts.

NS32

Straighten NonStructural Metal

Technician is able to
straighten steel and
aluminum exterior body
panels using application
of heat, proper tool
selection, a variety of repair
techniques.

NS33

Perform
Composite
Repair

Technician is able to
list repair considerations
and repair types, prepare
the surface for composite
repair and make the
appropriate repair.

NS34

Attach Door Skin

Technician is able to
use the proper tools
and steps for door skin
removal, flange preparation
and installation of a
replacement door skin.
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STRUCTURAL TECHNICIAN

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

ROLE DESCRIPTION
Restores structural dimensions and structural integrity to collision damaged vehicles.
He or she uses measuring and frame equipment to diagnose damage and return
damaged frame or unibody parts to manufacturer’s specifications. Hand tools and
power tools are used to remove or repair damaged parts, weld and properly install
new parts. This individual works with a variety of materials and joining technologies
used in automotive manufacturing such as, but not limited to, mild steels,
high-strength steels, ultra-high-strength steels, aluminum, carbon fiber, plastics,
glass, electrical and mechanical parts, and joining processes such as welding, rivet
bonding, MIG brazing and spot welding.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Restore vehicle dimensions and structural integrity to collision-damaged vehicles.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
S1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Details how materials are identified
using repair information resources
(OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium.
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.

S2

S3

Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Technician determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Technician is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.
Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle.
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Identify the approved hand, foot and
body protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug
and ear muff usage.

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications, uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
S4

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Practice
Workplace
Safety

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting
requirements, written hazardous communication
programs and hazardous material training
programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal
words, precautionary statements and
supplemental information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.

Comply with
Environmental
Protection
Regulations

Technician is able to take
steps to reduce hazardous
waste and volatile organic
compounds (VOC) using
shop SOPs.

Discuss hazardous Airborne Pollutants (HAP) as
defined by the EPA.
Identify environmental compliance requirements for
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Explain hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss the Clean Air Act and NESHAP
regulations for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss requirements for developing an in-house
training program to manage compliance.

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

S5

Explain ways to reduce HAP in the repair facility.
Identify refinishing techniques related to
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Identify was to reduce HAP when using
the spraybooth.
Explain proper spray gun techniques and proper
spray gun cleaning techniques that reduce HAP
emissions.
Identify hazardous waste resources, types and
generation.
Explain hazardous waste training resources.
Detail the types of hazardous waste.
Identify characteristics of hazardous
waste generators.
Identify disposal and record keeping practices
related to hazardous waste.
Discuss practices for handling spills, disposal of
waste and record keeping.
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REF
S6

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can identify
parts that are unique
to hybrid vehicles and
list safety precautions
and damage analysis
considerations.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems
and hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.

S7

Remove and
Install Stationary
Glass

Technician can list the
tools used and adhesive
types and explain
cutout methods, surface
preparation, ADAS
considerations, as well
as choose the proper
glass, explain installation
procedures and cure times.

Identify the different types of fixed glass
(laminated, tempered and encapsulated).
Explain how to remove fixed glass and tools
required for removal.
Explain how to prep the windshield frit
and pinchweld.
Explain how to work with urethane adhesive.
Explain urethane adhesive cure times.
List the steps for windshield installation.
Explain how to check for leaks following
windshield installation.
List considerations for replacing windshields that
have ADAS system attached to the glass.
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S8

Explain MIG
Welding – Steel

Technician is able
to discuss surface
preparation, determine
power requirements, set
up the welder and perform
maintenance, to perform a
variety of GMA welds (plug,
fillet, open butt, butt joint
with backing).

Examine principles required to setup for
GMA welding.
Identify GMA welding parts (power sources,
electrode wire, shielding gas, welding guns, work
clamps) and general maintenance to prevent bird
nesting.
Explain electrical fundamentals and how they
apply to the GMA welding process.
Discuss welding machine set up that includes
welding gun angle, travel speed, tuning a
GMA welder, heat management techniques and
weld penetration.
Explain the techniques for performing a successful
MIG plug, fillet, butt joint with backing and an
open butt joint weld.

S9

Explain MIG
Welding –
Aluminum

Technician is able discuss
surface preparation for
MIG welding aluminum,
identify equipment power
requirements, setup and
use a welder, to make
quality welds on aluminum.

Identify differences between aluminum and steel
welding.
Explain the differences between spray-arc transfer
and pulsed spray arc transfer.
List the different electrode wires required for
aluminum welding and the different diameters.
Identify the required shielding gas.
List surface prep required for aluminum welding.
Explain the push technique and recommended
gun angle and travel speed.
Identify the causes of cold welds, too
much heat, suck back, cracks, undercut,
and porosity.
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REF
S10

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve
cycle time.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.
Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including Non-Structural, structural,
and refinishing repair areas.

S11

Identify
Structural
Steel

Technician is able to
explain different steel
types, where to find the
information on steel
identification, where
different types of steel are
commonly used and repair
considerations for the
different steel types.

Explain the difference between yield and tensile
strength.
List the different alloys used in the manufacturing
process for steel strength.
Explain how work hardening can affect the repair
process.
Identifying different types of steel and where it’s
used.
Explain how hot stamped and boron-alloyed steel
is used in vehicle construction.
List HSS repair considerations.
List considerations for heating and welding HSS
steel.

Identify Aluminum

Technician is able to
identify where aluminum is
used on a vehicle, where
to find the information
with regard to aluminum
repair, identify typical
applications and list repair
considerations.

Identify the aluminum stampings.
Identify the aluminum extrusion.
Identify the aluminum castings process.
Explain galvanic corrosion process.
Discuss aluminum workability and hardening.

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

S12

Identify aluminum tool/equipment considerations
for the repair procedures.
Identifying aluminum heating considerations.
Explain aluminum straightening considerations.

S13

Measure Vehicle

Technician is able to
explain measurement
principles, types of 3D
measuring equipment,
measuring system setup
and interpret the results.

Explain measuring principles.
Explain where to find vehicle measurements.

Interpreting measuring results to
inform repair plan.

List the industry standard tolerance for unitized
and full frame vehicles.
Explain fixture and electronic
measuring systems.
Explain the measuring system setup using
measuring equipment data or vehicle maker
measuring sheets.
Measure the vehicle (establishing base
measurements, center, full-frame and suspension
points) and interpret what
the numbers mean.
Make upperbody measurements and interpret
what the numbers mean (suspension points).
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REF
S14

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Explain Spot
Welding

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able
to discuss surface
preparation, determine
power requirements, set
up the welder and perform
maintenance, to perform
weld bonding.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Understand the stage specifics of a spot weld that
includes squeeze time, current-on time and hold
time.
Discuss joint fit-up, flange preparation and surface
preparation.
Identify equipment and settings used in STRSW.
Identify types of STRSW power sources, arm sets
and electrode tips.
Discuss inverter-type equipment, control settings
and programmed settings.
Explain the use of the welder to make a weld.
Identify an acceptable spot weld using visual and
destructive testing methods.
Methods for preparing, joining and
testing panels using weld bonding
techniques are used.

S15

Perform Spot
Welding

Technician is able to
prepare the surface,
determine power
requirements, set up
the welder and perform
maintenance, use the
welder properly and make
acceptable spot welds and
perform weld bonding.

Understand the stage specifics of a spot weld that
includes squeeze time, current-on time and hold
time.
Discuss joint fit-up, flange preparation and surface
preparation.
Identify equipment and settings used in STRSW.
Identify types of STRSW power sources, arm sets
and electrode tips.
Discuss inverter-type equipment, control settings
and programmed settings.
Explain the use of the welder to make a weld.
Identify an acceptable spot weld using visual and
destructive testing methods.
Methods for preparing, joining and testing panels
using weld bonding techniques are used.

Develop a Repair Plan using OEM
procedures.
Perform Spot Welder setup.
Prepare the surface.
Make spot welds on coupons of
different thicknesses (22-gauge and
16 gauge).
Make weld using different arm types
and configurations.
Perform a spot weld using weldbonded adhesive.
Perform spot weld using weldthrough primer.
Perform visual, wedge and peel
destructive weld testing.
Complete spot welds on prop.

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

S16

Examine MIG
Brazing

Technician is able to
discuss surface preparation
for MIG brazing, determine
power requirements, set
up the welder and examine
maintenance, to make a
variety of welds.

Explain the process of MIG brazing including the
welding transfer methods it uses.
Compare and contrast MIG brazing with
GMA welding.
Describe capillary action and the various joint
configurations of MIG brazing.
Identify the techniques for successful
MIG brazing.
Identify the equipment and materials for
successful MIG brazing.
Identify the equipment and setup requirements for
the MIG welder when brazing.
Select the appropriate electrode wire.
Identify the appropriate shielding gas for
MIG brazing.
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REF
S17

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform MIG
Brazing

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
prepare the surface for
MIG brazing, determine
power requirements, set
up the welder and perform
maintenance, use the
welder and make a variety
of welds.

Knowledge Detail
Explain the process of MIG brazing including the
welding transfer methods it uses.

Properly setup a MIG welder for the
MIG brazing process.

Compare and contrast MIG brazing with
GMA welding.

MIG braze a plug on lap joint
between thin and thick gauge
coupons in the vertical position.

Describe capillary action and the various joint
configurations of MIG brazing.
Identify the techniques for successful
MIG brazing.
Identify the equipment and materials for
successful MIG brazing.

Replace Parts at
Factory Seams

Technician is able to
identify factory attachment
methods, removal
recommendations and
installation considerations.

MIG braze a double plug on lap
joints joining two thick gauge
coupons in the vertical position.
MIG braze slot on lap joints joining
thin and thick gauge.

Select the appropriate electrode wire.

MIG braze open butt joints joining
thin and thick gauge coupons
in the vertical and overhead
positions.

Identify the appropriate shielding gas for
MIG brazing.

Dress a MIG-brazed seam on an
open butt joint.

Identify the equipment and setup requirements for
the MIG welder when brazing.

S18

Skill Detail

Make replace/repair decisions for
damaged panels.
Determine partial replacement options using
vehicle maker service information.
Explain how to remove a part at factory seams.
Prepare existing flanges for new replacement
panels.
Determine weld locations.
Identify areas with foam fillers.
Explain considerations for replacing floors, rails,
exterior body panels and crush boxes at factory
seams.
Explain how to weld frames.
Explain considerations for frame
module replacement.

Perform Structural
Straightening

Technician can identify
anchoring locations,
develop a pulling strategy,
list safety considerations
and list the types of pulling
equipment and how to use
each.

List safety considerations during
structural straightening.
List the types of pulling equipment
(in-floor/drive on).

Create a pulling strategy.
Create an anchoring strategy.

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

S19

Explain how to plan the repair (measurements,
working with HSS parts).
Explain how to pull for L, H, W.
Explain anchoring strategies based on
vehicle damage.
Identify the pulling attachment tools (clamps,
hooks, plates).
Explain how to use pulling towers.
Determine when to use single vs. multiple pulls.
Explain how to set up for downward and upward
pulls.
Explain how to monitor for damage removal.
Explain considerations for straightening full
frames.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
S20

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Steel
Part Sectioning

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to find
and interpret sectioning
procedures, identify
types of joints used for
sectioning, list types of
attachment methods, use
position statements when
applicable and make a
section joint.

Knowledge Detail
Explain how to use vehicle service information to
make sectioning decisions.
Explain how to prepare a part for sectioning.
Explain how to measure for a specific sectioning
location.
Explain the different joint types (lap, open butt,
butt joint with backing, offset).
Explain how to make an accurate cut.
Explain how to make a weld using proper root gap
and welder tuned for the metal thickness.
Dress welds.

Perform
Aluminum Part
Sectioning

Technician is able to find
and Interpret aluminum
sectioning procedures,
identify vehicle maker
position statements, list the
types of joints, attachment
methods and make an
aluminum section joint.

Identify recommended sectioning joint types.
Locate a cut line for sectioning.
Perform sectioning cuts.
Make a butt joint with backing on an
aluminum assembly.

ST RU C T URAL T EC HN ICIAN

S21
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Skill Detail

ELEC TRICAL/D I AGN OST I CS T ECHN I CI AN

ELECTRICAL/DIAGNOSTICS TECHNICIAN
INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

ROLE DESCRIPTION
The Electrical/Diagnostics Technician follows OEM information for scanning and
calibration during the collision repair process. The technician may perform a
Pre-Repair Scan/Health Scan to capture codes, a Post-Repair Scan to identify and
clear codes, and/or a Post-Repair Calibration/Initialization following the removal,
installation, and/or repair of many safety and driver convenience system parts, or
if there is damage to the mounting location(s), R&I or R&R of the cameras/sensors/
mounting locations, R&I or R&R of parts in front of, or behind, cameras and/or
sensors, or R&R or R&I of closure/trim panels.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Diagnose, calibrate and repair collision-related electrical component damage.
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ELEC TRICAL/D I AGN OST I CS T ECHN I CI AN

TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
ED1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Details how materials are identified using repair
information resources (OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium.
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.

ED2

ED3

Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Technician determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.

Technician is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Identify the approved hand, foot and
body protections.

Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle.
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding
and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.

Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug
and ear muff usage.
Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.
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Skill Detail

REF
ED4

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Practice
Workplace
Safety

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Knowledge Detail

ELEC TRICAL/D I AGN OST I CS T ECHN I CI AN

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

Skill Detail

Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and emergency
handling protocols such as written emergency
plans, evacuation plans and hazardous material
spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting requirements,
written hazardous communication program and
hazardous material training programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal
words, precautionary statements and
supplemental information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.

ED5

Comply with
Environmental
Protection
Regulations

Technician is able to take
steps to reduce hazardous
waste and volatile organic
compounds (VOC) using
shop SOPs.

Discuss hazardous Airborne Pollutants (HAP) as
defined by the EPA.
Identify environmental compliance requirements
for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Explain hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss the Clean Air Act and NESHAP
regulations for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss requirements for developing an in-house
training program to manage compliance.
Explain ways to reduce HAP in the repair facility.
Identify refinishing techniques related to
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Identify was to reduce HAP when using the
spraybooth.
Explain proper spray guns techniques and proper
spray gun cleaning techniques that reduce HAP
emissions.
Identify hazardous waste resources, the types and
generation.
Explain hazardous waste training resources.
Detail the types of hazardous waste.
Identify characteristics of hazardous
waste generators.
Identify disposal and record keeping practices
related to hazardous waste.
Discuss practices for handling spills, disposal of
waste and record keeping.
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REF
ED6

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can identify
parts that are unique
to hybrid vehicles and
list safety precautions
and damage analysis
considerations.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems and
hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.

ED7

Remove and
Install Bolt-on
Parts

Technician is able to
identify considerations for
removing bolted on parts
such as fuse blocks and
splash shields.

Explain interior disassembly commonly associated
with gaining access for diagnostic and mechanical
repair.
Underhood, instrument panel, Steering column,
heating and A/C parts.
Explain exterior disassembly commonly
associated with gaining access for diagnostic and
mechanical repair.
Sunroof, suspension assembly, fuel tank parts.
Identify trim removal tools, storage of hardware
and trim removal techniques.
Explain interior component removal considerations
as well as removal considerations for seats, doors
and headliners.
Discuss exterior trim component removal
considerations, as well as removal considerations
for antennas, doors,
and lock cylinders.

ED8

Inspect Electrical
Circuits for
Damage

Technician is able to
examine electrical circuits
and determine damage.

Identify electrical damage analysis considerations
and common areas of inspection.
Identify considerations when visually inspecting
damaged electrical components.
Discuss basic strategies for locating damaged
electrical components.
Identify electrical concerns that are less obvious in
collision-damaged vehicles.
Identify coincidental damage to vehicle electrical
systems that is caused by flood water, excessive
heat and lightning.
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Skill Detail

REF
ED9

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve
cycle time.

Knowledge Detail

ELEC TRICAL/D I AGN OST I CS T ECHN I CI AN

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

Skill Detail

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.
Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including Non-Structural, structural,
and refinishing repair areas.

ED10

Perform
Mechanical
Initial Inspection/
Damage Analysis

Technician is able to
perform initial vehicle
inspection, health scans,
identifying areas of
personal and
vehicle safety.

Discuss conducting a damage inspection beyond
the obvious damage.
Discuss the importance of identifying the vehicle
by VIN and matching the RO.
Explain the aspects of the visual inspection
(perform walkaround, determine vehicle mobility,
unsafe conditions).
Identify areas of concern.
Discuss the need for performing a vehicle health
scan.
Identify sublet requirements if needed.

ED11

ED12

Explain Basic
Electrical Theory

Explain DVOM
Operation

Technician can explain
electrical theory concepts
such as ohms law,
electrical current flow, and
resistance. Identify the
basic part of an electrical
circuit.

Identify basic concepts such as electricity,
electrical current flow, resistance and its
relationship to Ohm’s law.

Technician is able to
explain how a DVOM is
used to measure voltage,
resistance and current.

Identify the purpose, features and controls of the
DVOM.

Examine the elements of an electrical circuit, basic
electrical circuit types (series, parallel circuits), and
electrical circuit theory.

Learn to set-up and use the DVOM to
measure voltage.
Learn to set up and use the DVOM to
measure resistance.
Learn how to set up and use the DVOM to
measure current.
Discuss how to measure voltage, current,
and resistance with a DVOM on series and parallel
circuits.
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REF
ED13

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Troubleshoot a
Basic Electrical
Circuit

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
troubleshoot electrical
circuits and electrical parts.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Examine the fundamentals of
electrical troubleshooting.
Recall information contained within circuit
descriptions and operations, wire diagrams,
power distribution diagrams, ground distribution
diagrams and part locators as well as various
sources that the technician can use to find repair
information.
Discuss how service bulletins can be helpful when
repairing a vehicle.
Identify appropriate electrical troubleshooting
steps and recall various types of faults and tips
for resolving the electrical issue associated with
the fault.
Discuss voltage drop and recall how to measure
voltage drop in a circuit.
Recall procedures for performing hot side/ground
side testing and troubleshooting blown fuses in a
circuit.

ED14

ED15

Make Wire/
Connector
Repairs

Technician is able to
determine when wires
can be repaired and
common repair methods.

Identify how to make wiring and connector repairs.

Identify
Diagnostic
Tools and
Communication
Codes to
Perform Scans

Technician is able to
understand vehicle
communication networks
and how to use scan tools
to perform diagnostics.

Introduction to the various safety system
technologies found on today’s cars.

Determine when to repair or replace wiring and
how to make wiring and connector repairs.

Identify characteristics of basic vehicle
communications networks.
Discuss the characteristics of electronic control
modules, controller area networks, and multiple
data bus systems.
Examine different scan codes and code
relationships (active, pending, history and freeze
frame) for evaluating faults.
Communicates the importance of performing
pre- and post-scans based on the required trouble
codes and calibration requirements of each
system.
Introduces the various scan tools available and
what their capabilities are.
Comparisons will be made between basic scan
tools and advanced aftermarket tools as well as
a discussion on why OEM scan tools may be
required.
Demonstrate a scan using OEM software on a
Lexus and a scan being done using a remote
diagnostic transmitter.
Perform a virtual vehicle health scan.
Discuss OBD II versus OEM codes.
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Skill Detail

REF
ED16

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Use Diagnostic
Codes to
Implement
Repairs

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
understand vehicle
communication networks,
how control modules
communicate with each
other and sensors,
determining a strategy for
making electronic system
repairs, troubleshooting
and how
to use scan tools to
perform diagnostics.

Knowledge Detail

ELEC TRICAL/D I AGN OST I CS T ECHN I CI AN

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

Skill Detail

Identify characteristics of basic vehicle
communications networks.
Discuss the characteristics of electronic control
modules, controller area networks,
and multiple data bus systems.
Examine different scan codes and code
relationships (active, pending, history and freeze
frame) for evaluating faults.
Communicates the importance of performing
pre- and post-scans based on the required trouble
codes and calibration requirements of each
system.
Discuss strategy based diagnostics.
Discuss troubleshooting a problem with and
without DTC.
Discuss troubleshooting without troubleshooting
procedures.
Examine troubleshooting an intermittent problem.

ED17

Perform
Electronic System
Initializations and
Calibrations

Technician is able to
explain health scans,
purpose of initializations
and calibrations and
systems that commonly
require initializations
and calibrations.

Examine the types of information that
scans provide.
Discuss the purpose of initializations and
when they are needed during a repair.
Discuss the purpose of calibrations and
which safety systems may require them.
Examine where calibration procedures can
be found.

ED18

Perform Module
Programming

Technician is able to
address the use of SAE
standards for module
programming, when control
modules are programmed
and types of programming.

Discuss the requirements for replacing
control modules.
Identify the equipment needed to perform
a flash reprogramming.
Explain the terms flash programming and burning
the program.
Identify what the interface SAE J2534,
J2534-1 and J2534-2 is used for.
Discuss the difference between the terms
programming and coding.
Determine when an Locksmith Identification
Number (LSID) is needed.
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MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

ROLE DESCRIPTION
A Mechanical Technician diagnoses and repairs collision-related mechanical
damage including – but not limited to – steering, suspension, air conditioning,
engine, brake, restraint, and electrical systems. This individual uses measuring
and alignment equipment to diagnose damage and return front and rear wheel
alignments to manufacturer’s specifications. Hand tools and power tools are
used to remove or repair damaged parts and properly install new parts.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Diagnose and repair collision-related mechanical damage.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Details how materials are identified using repair
information resources (OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium.
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.

M2

M3

Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Technician determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Technician is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.
Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle.
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Identify the approved hand, foot and body
protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug and ear muff usage.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.
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Skill Detail
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REF
M4

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Practice
Workplace
Safety

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the safety protocols when working
at a repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids,
and gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting requirements,
written hazardous communication program and
hazardous material training programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal
words, precautionary statements and
supplemental information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.

Comply with
Environmental
Protection
Regulations

Technician is able to take
steps to reduce hazardous
waste and volatile organic
compounds (VOC) using
shop SOPs.

Discuss hazardous Airborne Pollutants (HAP) as
defined by the EPA.
Identify environmental compliance requirements
for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Explain hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss the Clean Air Act and NESHAP
regulations for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss requirements for developing an in-house
training program to manage compliance.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

M5

Explain ways to reduce HAP in the repair facility.
Identify refinishing techniques related
to hazardous airborne pollutants.
Identify was to reduce HAP when using
the spraybooth.
Explain proper spray guns techniques and proper
spray gun cleaning techniques that reduce HAP
emissions.
Identify hazardous waste resources, the types and
generation.
Explain hazardous waste training resources.
Detail the types of hazardous waste.
Identify characteristics of hazardous waste
generators.
Identify disposal and record keeping practices
related to hazardous waste.
Discuss practices for handling spills, disposal of
waste and record keeping.
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REF
M6

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can identify
parts that are unique
to hybrid vehicles and
list safety precautions
and damage analysis
considerations.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems
and hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.

M7

Remove and
Install Bolt-on
Parts

Technician is able to
identify considerations for
removing bolted on parts
such as fuse blocks and
splash shields.

Explain interior disassembly commonly associated
with gaining access for diagnostic and mechanical
repair. Such as, underhood, instrument panel,
Steering column, heating and A/C parts.
Explain exterior disassembly commonly
associated with gaining access for diagnostic and
mechanical repair. Such as sunroof, suspension
assembly, fuel tank parts.
Identify trim removal tools, storage of hardware,
and trim removal techniques.
Explain interior component removal considerations
as well as removal considerations for seats, doors
and headliners.
Discuss exterior trim component removal
considerations, as well as removal considerations
for antennas, doors and lock cylinders.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

M8

Perform Restraint
System Damage
Analysis

Technician is able to
describe restraint system
operation, locate repair
information sources,
identify parts and
make repair/replace
recommendations.

Examine how seat belts, pre-tensioners and roll
bars types of restraint systems work together to
protect the vehicle occupants.
Examine how the airbag system control modules
and sensors work together to properly deploy the
airbags.
Identify the operation of the airbag system, the
impact and safing sensors, restraint control
module, driver SRS and passenger SRS.
Discuss the inspection considerations for seat
belt systems, seat belt pre-tensioners and roll
bar systems needed to prepare an estimate for
collision repair.
Recall inspection considerations for the front
passenger airbag system, side airbag, impact
and safing sensor and restraint control module
inspection considerations.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M9

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

Identify
Advanced Vehicle
Electronics

Technician is able to
explain how advanced
vehicle electronic systems
operate.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Explain damage analysis of blind spot detection,
cross-traffic alert and parking assist systems in
vehicles.
Discuss how the driver assist systems operate,
the parts that influence the systems and what to
look for during a damage analysis inspection.
Discuss damage analysis of the lane departure
warning, attention assist, adaptive cruise control
and collision avoidance driver assist systems in
vehicles.
Recall how the driver assist systems operate, the
parts that influence the systems and what to look
for during damage analysis inspection.

M10

Perform Fuel,
Exhaust and
Emission System
Damage Analysis
and Service

Technician can explain the
fuel, exhaust and emissions
systems operation,
information sources, repair/
replace recommendations
and parts identification.

Examine the purpose of the emissions system.
Discuss how emissions relate to driveability.
Examine the operation and proper inspection of
the evaporative emissions control (EVAP), exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) and positive crankcase
ventilation (PCV) systems.
Discuss the operation of the fuel system.
Recall how the fuel system and fuel pump operate
Identify the parts of a diesel system.
Recall the operation and parts of the exhaust
system.

M11

Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

Technician must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve
cycle time.

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.
Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including Non-Structural, structural,
and refinishing repair areas.
M12

Explain Operation
and Damage
Analysis on Basic
Brake Systems

Technician is able to
explain basic brake system
operation, information
sources, repair/replace
recommendations and
parts identification.

Discuss basic brake system operation.
Recall how basic brake systems
operate, including disc and drum-style
brake assemblies.
Examine how brake system parts operate
including the master cylinder, braking assists,
parking brakes, lines and hoses.
Identify various types of brake fluids.
Identify areas of inspection for basic brake system
damage analysis for disc brakes, drum brakes,
braking assists, brake lines, hoses and parking
brakes.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M13

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform
Brake System
Diagnostics and
Repair

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can evaluate
brake system problems,
electronic and mechanical,
to determine the cause
and replace or repair
parts accordingly.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Explain how basic brake systems operate,
including disc and drum-style brake assemblies.
Discuss the operation of brake system parts
including the master cylinder, braking assists,
parking brakes, lines and hoses.
Identify the types of brake fluids.
Explain areas of inspection for disc brakes, drum
brakes, braking assists, brake lines, hoses and
parking brakes.
Discuss the processes for brake system (dics,
drum and parking) troubleshooting and service.
Examine the parts and operation of a anti-lock
braking (ABS) system.
Identify initial damage inspection and ABS parts
damage analysis techniques.
Explain how the Traction Control System (TCS)
and Stability Control System (SCS) operate within
a vehicle.
Recall TCS and SCS operation, parts, terminology
and functions.
Identify ABS parts damage and methods used to
service ABS parts.
Discuss methods used by communication
networks (scan tools) to transfer information used
in scan diagnostics.

M14

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

M15

Explain Basic
Electrical Theory

Explain DVOM
Operation

Technician can explain
electrical theory concepts
such as ohms law,
electrical current flow and
resistance. Identify the
basic part of an electrical
circuit.

Identify basic concepts such as electricity,
electrical current flow, resistance and its
relationship to Ohm’s law.

Technician is able to
explain how a DVOM is
used to measure voltage,
resistance and current.

Identify the purpose, features and controls of the
DVOM.

Examine the elements of an electrical circuit, basic
electrical circuit types (series, parallel circuits) and
electrical circuit theory.

Learn to set-up and use the DVOM to measure
voltage.
Learn to set up and use the DVOM to measure
resistance.
Learn to set up and use the DVOM to measure
current.
Discuss how to measure voltage, current, and
resistance with a DVOM on series and parallel
circuits.

M16

Inspect Electrical
Circuits for
Damage

Technician is able to
examine electrical circuits
and determine damage.

Identify electrical damage analysis considerations
and common areas of inspection.
Identify considerations when visually inspecting
damaged electrical components.
Discuss basic strategies for locating damaged
electrical components.
Identify electrical concerns that are less obvious in
collision-damaged vehicles.
Identify coincidental damage to vehicle electrical
systems that is caused by flood water, excessive
heat and lightning.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M17

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Troubleshoot a
Basic Electrical
Circuit

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
troubleshoot electrical
circuits and electrical parts.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Examine the fundamentals of electrical
troubleshooting.
Recall information contained within circuit
descriptions and operations, wire diagrams,
power distribution diagrams, ground distribution
diagrams and part locators as well as various
sources that the technician can use to find repair
information.
Discuss how service bulletins can be helpful when
repairing a vehicle.
Identify appropriate electrical troubleshooting
steps and recall various types of faults and tips
for resolving the electrical issue associated with
the fault.
Discuss voltage drop and recall how to measure
voltage drop in a circuit.
Recall procedures for performing hot side/ground
side testing and troubleshooting blown fuses in a
circuit.

M18

M19

Make Wire
/ Connector
Repairs

Technician is able to
determine when wires can
be repaired and common
repair methods.

Identify how to make wiring and connector repairs.

Use Diagnostic
Codes to
Implement
Repairs

Technician is able to
understand vehicle
communication networks,
how control modules
communicate with each
other and sensors,
determining a strategy for
making electronic system
repairs, troubleshooting
and how
to use scan tools to
perform diagnostics.

Identify characteristics of basic vehicle
communications networks.

Determine when to repair or replace wiring and
how to make wiring and connector repairs.

Identify the characteristics of early vehicle
electrical systems.
Examine the characteristics of electronic control
modules, controller area networks,
and multiple data bus systems.
Identify types of scan codes.
Discuss different codes and code relationships for
evaluating faults.
Discuss how strategy based diagnostics is used to
systematically diagnose and repair.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Examine how to isolate a fault using root cause
analysis and diagnostic codes.
Identify ways to troubleshoot a fault with a DTC.
Identify ways to troubleshoot a fault with no DTC.
Identify ways to troubleshoot a fault with not
troubleshooting procedures.
Identify ways to troubleshoot a fault that is
intermittent.
M20

Perform
Electronic System
Initializations and
Calibrations

Technician is able to
explain health scans,
purpose of initializations
and calibrations and
systems that commonly
require initializations
and calibrations.

Examine the types of information that scans
provide.
Discuss the purpose of initializations and when
they are needed during a repair.
Discuss the purpose of calibrations and which
safety systems may require them.
Examine where calibration procedures can
be found.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M21

M22

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Damage
Analysis and
Service on
ADAS, Power
Accessories and
Convenience
Systems

Perform
Mechanical
Initial Inspection/
Damage Analysis

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail

Technician is able to
explain how ADAS,
power accessories and
convenience systems
operate, identify system
related parts, make
repair and replace
recommendations and
explain common service
procedures for each
system.

Recall systems, parts and service considerations
for ADAS and convenience systems.

Technician is able to
perform initial vehicle
inspection, health scans,
identifying areas of
personal and vehicle safety.

Discuss conducting a damage inspection beyond
the obvious damage.

Identify the parts and service considerations
for power locks, keyless entry, theft-deterrent,
remote start, glass and power mirror, seat, power
sliding door, windshield wiper, heated glass and
navigation/infotainment systems.
Recall systems, parts and service considerations
for comfort and convenience systems.
Identify the parts and service considerations for
high beam assist, adaptive lighting, night vision,
blind spot detection, cross-traffic alert, parking
assist, lane departure warning, attention assist,
adaptive cruise control and collision avoidance
systems.

Discuss the importance of identifying the vehicle
by VIN and matching the RO.
Explain the aspects of the visual inspection
(perform walkaround, determine vehicle mobility,
unsafe conditions).
Identify areas of concern.
Discuss the need for performing a vehicle health
scan.
Identify sublet requirements if needed.

M23

Perform Damage
Analysis and
Service on
Suspension
Systems

Technician is able to
explain suspension system
operation, information
sources, repair/replace
recommendations and
parts identification.

Examine how steering system parts, parallelogram
steering system parts, and rack and pinion
steering system parts operate in a vehicle.
Discuss steering system damage analysis
techniques.
Identify techniques specific to analyzing steering
wheels and columns, parallelogram steering
systems and rack and pinion steering systems.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Identify alignment angles and why they matter,
service procedures for MacPherson struts,
service procedures and adjustments for SLA front
suspensions, front end variations and service
procedures and adjustments for rear suspensions.
Identify methods for servicing steering wheels and
columns, parallelogram steering systems and rack
and pinon steering systems.
Examine service procedures and adjustments
for MacPherson struts, short-long arm (SLA)
front suspensions, front end variations and rear
suspension systems.
Examine service procedures for shock absorbers
on the dampening system and springs on the
suspension system.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M24

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

Explain Operation
and Damage
Analysis on
Suspension
Systems

Technician is able to
explain suspension system
operation, information
sources, repair/replace
recommendations and
parts identification.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the parts and operation of front and rear
suspension systems.
Identify ride control and ride damper control parts
and operation.
Discuss the key characteristics related to damage
analysis and inspection of suspension systems.
Examine characteristics of customer consultation
and visual inspection.
Identify tire, wheel and suspension inspection
areas, as well as toe, caster and camber
inspection areas.
Recall the characteristics of wheel tracking
and alignment angles.

M25

Perform Steering
System Service

Technician is able to
explain steering system
operation, information
sources, repair/replace
recommendations and
parts identification.

Identify various steering system operations.
Discuss how steering system parts, parallelogram
steering system parts, and rack and pinion
steering system parts operate in a vehicle.
Identify steering system damage analysis
techniques.
Identify techniques specific to analyzing steering
wheels and columns, parallelogram steering
systems and rack and pinion steering systems.
Identify methods for servicing steering wheels and
columns, parallelogram steering systems and rack
and pinon steering systems.

M26

Perform Fuel,
Exhaust and
Emission System
Damage Analysis
and Service

Technician can explain the
fuel, exhaust and emissions
systems operation,
information sources, repair/
replace recommendations
and parts identification.

Discuss the purpose of the emissions system.
Explain how emissions relate to driveability.
Discuss the operation and proper inspection of
the evaporative emissions control (EVAP), exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) and positive crankcase
ventilation (PCV) systems.
Recall how the fuel system and fuel pump operate
and the parts of a diesel system.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Discuss the operation and parts of the exhaust
system.
Examine service considerations for the fuel system
pumps, tank, fuel lines and gauge senders.
Discuss exhaust system service considerations,
checking for leaks, restrictions, manifold, EGR and
PCV parts.
M27

Perform Heating
and Cooling
Repair

Technician is able to
explain heating and cooling
systems and perform
damage analysis.

Discuss cooling system operation, as well as
identify cooling system parts (radiator, cooling
fans, surge and overflow tanks, water pumps
and belts) and how they should be inspected for
damage.

M28

Perform Hybrid,
Electric and
Alternative Fuel
Vehicle Service

Technician is able to
explain how to remove
and replace components
specific to hybrid, electric
and alternative fuel vehicles
and can identify common
repair diagnostics and
service procedures.

Discuss the steps to work safely around electric
and hybrid vehicles.

Technician is able to
explain air conditioning
system operation,
information sources, repair/
replace recommendations
and parts identification.

Identify accumulator and receiver/drier A/C
system parts, their function within the system,
damage analysis methods and repair options.

M29

Perform Air
Conditioning
System Damage
Analysis

Identify the parts of a electric hybrid vehicle for
service.
Identify repair considerations for alternative fuel
vehicles.

Discuss the different types of refrigerants and oils
used in a vehicle’s A/C system.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M30

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Air
Conditioning
System Service

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
explain air conditioning
system operation,
information sources, repair/
replace recommendations
and parts identification.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify the process of removing and replacing
parts of an A/C system and all related tasks.
Discuss how and why to recover refrigerant.
Discuss the steps for replacing each part of
an A/C system.
Explain how and why to evacuate the A/C system
after service and basic troubleshooting following
the replacement of an A/C system part.
Discuss how to identify A/C system leaks.
Recall how to identify excessive moisture
and non-condensable gasses.
Recall how to identify clogged and overcharged
systems.
Recall how to identify electrical problems
using scan tool diagnostics.

M31

Perform Air
Conditioning
System Repair

Technician is able to
explain air conditioning
system operation,
information sources, repair/
replace recommendations
and parts identification.

Identify common visual and physical inspection
techniques for system problems.
Examine how to identify system leaks.
Discuss how to identify excessive moisture and
non-condensable gasses.
Identify clogged and overcharged systems.
Discuss how to identify electrical problems using
scan tool diagnostics.

M32

Perform
Climate Control
Troubleshooting
and Service

Technician is able to
explain how climate
controls operate and list
the troubleshooting steps
for malfunctioning systems.
Also explain service
procedures for removing
and installing replacement
parts.

Explain how a climate control system operates.
Identify parts of the system.
Recognize proper operation of a climate control
system.
Recall example diagnostic/troubleshooting
procedures for climate control systems.
Recall example procedures for servicing blower
motors.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Explain how to use a scan tool to diagnose a
climate system malfunction.
M33

Perform
Brake System
Diagnostics and
Repair

Technician is able to
explain suspension system
operation, information
sources, repair/replace
recommendations and
parts identification.

Identify ABS parts damage and methods used to
service ABS parts.
Discuss testing for modulator damage, fluid pump
and accumulator.
Examine steps to depressurize the ABS system.
Discuss procedures for bleeding and flushing ABS
systems.
Examine wheel speed sensor problems.
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Skill Detail

TER M I NA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M34

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

Troubleshoot
Restraint Systems

Technician is able to
diagnose steps when a
DTC shows a problem
with the restraint
system, including basic
troubleshooting and
following a vehicle maker’s
flowchart.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify how to determine which restraint system
parts may be replaced following a collision, as
well as list the steps and considerations for part
replacement.
Explain how to use a scan tool to diagnose
problems with a supplemental restraint
system (SRS).
Discuss how to use troubleshooting flowcharts to
identify problems.
Discuss how other vehicle safety systems affect
the SRS and how to properly activate the SRS
following repairs.
Identify the restraint system parts that must be
replaced following a collision.
Identify the steps for replacing the RCM and
impact sensors.
Examine the steps for replacing the front, seat,
door and curtain airbags.

M35

Perform Steering
System Service

Examine how steering system parts, parallelogram
steering system parts, and rack and pinion
steering system parts operate in a vehicle.

Technician is able to
explain steering system
operation, information
sources, repair/replace
recommendations and
parts identification.

Discuss techniques specific to analyzing steering
wheels and columns, parallelogram steering
systems and rack and pinion
steering systems.
Identify methods for servicing steering wheels and
columns, parallelogram steering systems and rack
and pinon steering systems.
Recall the operation of the power steering system
pump, hoses and belts, fluid and electric steering.
Discuss damage analysis inspection techniques
for power steering hoses, belts and fluid.
Examine procedures for servicing the power
steering pump, hoses and belts, fluid and electric
steering.

Perform Cooling
Repair

Technician is able to
troubleshoot and service
cooling systems.

Identify troubleshooting and service steps
for cooling fans, radiators, water pumps, auxiliary
coolers, temperature controls, and heater cores.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

M36

Identify troubleshooting and service steps for
lines, hoses, fittings, clamps, belts, coolant and
coolant surge tanks.
M37

Perform
Full-frame
Replacement

Technician is able to
explain frame construction,
removal and installation
of all related components
and safety considerations
related to full-frame
replacement.

Explain how to plan the repair.
Determine if damage affected unitized structure.
Identify required tools for complete frame
replacement.
Develop a work flow.
Remove related mechanicals.
Remove drivetrain.
Remove suspension.
Remove cab and bed.
Remove fuel system.
Reassemble the vehicle.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF
M38

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Diagnose
Suspension
Angle Problems

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can explain
how to look at different
suspension angles
(camber, caster, toe) and
determine the cause of
improper suspension
angles.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Examine the conditions that may require
an alignment.
Discuss how to identify if there is an alignment
problem and what do the numbers mean.
Examine how to measure for ride height and what
parts may affect ride height.
Define toe (negative, positive) and identify toe
adjustment considerations.
Define camber (positive, zero, negative) and
identify camber adjustment considerations.
Examine the different considerations for adjusting
toe on SLA-type and solid axles vehicles.
Define caster (positive, zero) and identify caster
adjustment considerations.
Examine the different considerations for adjusting
caster on MacPherson strut, solid axle and SLA
vehicles.
Identify rear vehicle measurements to include
wheelbase, setback, tracking, thrust angle, rear
axle offset.
Identify diagnostic angles (toe-out-on-turns, SAI,
included angle, scrub radius) and determine what
they indicate for proper alignment.
Identify the different types of alignments to
include two-wheel, four-wheel and thrust angle
alignments.

M39

Perform
Powertrain and
Driveline Service
and Repair

Technician is able to
evaluate powertrain and
driveline system problems,
electronic and mechanical,
to determine the cause
and replace or repair parts
accordingly.

Recall the steps involved in conducting an
inspection on the engine and engine related
components of a damaged vehicle to recommend
parts repair or replacement.
Recall the steps involved in conducting an
inspection on the drivetrain (transmission,
driveshaft and subframe) of a damaged vehicle to
recommend parts repair or replacement.

MEC H A N IC A L T ECH NI CIAN

Examine the common causes of driveline
vibrations and areas to inspect when
troubleshooting driveline vibrations.
Identify troubleshooting and services steps related
to engine noise, external and internal engine
damage, cooling system damage and engine
mount damage.
Explain steps to troubleshoot, test drive, and
service vehicles with automatic and standard
transmissions.
Discuss driveshaft, Constant Velocity (CV) axle
and halfshaft axle troubleshooting and service
steps.
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Skill Detail

P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY SEGMENT – COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES

ROLE DESCRIPTION
Production Management is an integral component to the collision repair process
serving to plan, manage and adjust workflow on a daily basis. This key role touches
every part of a collision repair process and builds relationships across the repair
cycle including customers, staff, insurance representatives, OE representatives and
other relationships as necessary.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Oversee the process and staff to ensure efficient, safe repairs and excellent customer
service from the time the car enters the shop to when the customer drives away.
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TER M INA L OB J ECTI VES

REF

P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T

PM1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Details how materials are identified using repair
information resources (OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium.
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.

PM2

PM3

Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

Technician determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Technician is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.
Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle.
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Identify the approved hand, foot and body
protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug and ear muff usage.
Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.
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Skill Detail
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PM4

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Practice
Workplace
Safety

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.

P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T

REF

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.
Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting
requirements, written hazardous communication
program and hazardous material training
programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal words,
precautionary statements and supplemental
information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012 label types.

PM5

Comply with
Environmental
Protection
Regulations

Technician is able to take
steps to reduce hazardous
waste and volatile organic
compounds (VOC) using
shop SOPs.

Discuss hazardous Airborne Pollutants (HAP) as
defined by the EPA.
Identify environmental compliance requirements
for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Explain hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss the Clean Air Act and NESHAP
regulations for hazardous airborne pollutants.
Discuss requirements for developing
an in-house training program to
manage compliance.
Explain ways to reduce HAP in the repair facility.
Identify refinishing techniques related to
hazardous airborne pollutants.
Identify was to reduce HAP when using
the spraybooth.
Explain proper spray guns techniques and proper
spray gun cleaning techniques that reduce HAP
emissions.
Identify hazardous waste resources, the types and
generation.
Explain hazardous waste training resources.
Detail the types of hazardous waste.
Identify characteristics of hazardous
waste generators.
Identify disposal and record keeping practices
related to hazardous waste.
Discuss practices for handling spills, disposal of
waste and record keeping.
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REF

P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T

PM6

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Technician can identify
parts that are unique
to hybrid vehicles and
list safety precautions
and damage analysis
considerations.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems
and hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.

PM7

Recall Principles
of a Learning
Culture

Production manager is able
to explain the importance
of a learning culture in a
collision repair facility.

Examine how repair facilities that embraced a
learning culture improved on key performance
indicators (KPIs) to a much greater degree than
repair facilities that did not embrace one.
Examine how the industrial age mind-set is being
replaced by the knowledge age mind-set and what
that means for the marketplace.
Define what a learning culture is and address its
key principles.
Discuss how a learning culture can
maximize everything a repair facility does
while helping to minimize liability issues
and customer complaints.

PM8

Describe Job File
Documentation
Planning

Production manager is
able to explain the job file
review process, identify
insurance needs, identify
express jobs and how to
map vehicle damage.

Examine a job file review process in accordance
with industry practices and shop standard
operating procedures (SOPs).
Identify the documentation that makes up a typical
job file and examine how the staff of a collision
repair facility uses these documents.
Explain both the direct repair program (DRP)
and non-DRP insurance needs, taking into
consideration SOPs, insurance guidelines and
industry practices.
Examine repair approval processes and the proper
disassembly process to meet insurance guidelines
before starting the repair.
Detail proper part inspection and
photographic logging techniques
based on insurance guidelines.
Discuss the importance of mapping a customer’s
vehicle according to shop
SOPs and industry practices.
Examine how to use a job file to identify the work
to be performed, differentiate prior damage and
reveal upsell opportunities.
Match the parts ordered list to the parts invoice.
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Skill Detail

REF
PM9

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Explain Job
Assignments

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Production manager is
able to assign work based
on staff capabilities.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Examine the industry standard capabilities each
technician or team in a repair facility has.

P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T
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Explore the importance of using a computer
management system to determine current
workload and doing spot checks to keep track of
a technician’s skill set.
Discuss how to assign a job and keep the job
updated using a tracking system.
Discuss how to perform estimate and vehicle
reviews with assigned technicians using shop
standard operating procedures (SOPs).
Discuss the importance of identifying and
following OEM procedures and accessing service
information, as well as how to confirm the repair
method expected completion date using a job file.
Discuss how to communicate the current job
status and how to identify workflow availability by
the technician or team.

PM10

Analyze Workflow

Gain an understanding of supplements and how
they affect costs and key performance indicators
(KPIs).

Production manager
is able to explain how
supplements affect
production, how to limit
supplements, explain
capacity for each
department, etc.

Discuss the supplement process through
identifying missing items, time management,
technician selection and wrap-up with making
repair or replace decisions.
Evaluate the work in process with an introduction
to the tools used by a production manager.
Explore quality control topics and common
roadblocks that occur during production.
Discuss the concept of determining what the
capacity of their shop is by looking at the big
picture first.
Determine how to identify the right technicians for
the available job.

PM11

Discuss
Productivity
Communication

Production manager is able
to explain the importance
of communication to and
from staff and identify
roadblocks to facility
production.

Identify the tools a production manager will use,
as well as how to conduct review and release
meetings with the technicians.
Examine the importance of communication with all
customers and departments using a computerized
management system.
Demonstrate conducting technician cycle time
reviews and the reports needed for them.
Examine the value of a work-in-process review
and what to be aware of when communicating
with the team.

PM12

Examine
Work-In-Progress
Workflow
Solutions

Production manager is
able to make on-the-fly
changes to workflow based
on problems typically
associated with day-to-day
operations.

Discuss the common types of
workflow disruptions.
Determine how to manage a proper workflow
when problems arise and how to evaluate the
need for workflow changes.
Examine some of the tools available for making
workflow adjustments.
Discuss making workflow changes according to
staffing availability.
Discuss how to adjust for sublet work and
supplements, as well as what to do regarding
waiting for parts and working through equipment
maintenance.
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REF
PM13

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Examine Quality
Control Reviews

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Production manager is
able to implement policies
and SOPs that focus on
quality throughout the
repair process.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Examine how to perform visual quality assurance
(QA) checks.
Discuss performing repair order QA checks.
Examine performing post-repair QA inspections.
Discuss the final QA inspection, stressing the
importance of a complete, safe and quality repair
for the benefit of the customer.
Explain the purpose of a customer service index
(CSI) report.

PM14

Recall Business
Enhancement
Processes

Production manager is
able to incorporate lean
processes into daily
operations, explain how
facility maintenance can
reduce downtime and
explain the importance of
regulatory compliance.

Examine what is required to ensure that a collision
repair shop is efficient, properly maintained and
how to follow good inventory practices.
Discuss the lean processes associated with 5S
and how this management philosophy can be
used to optimize workflow, shop organization and
tool location.
Discuss the importance of shop cleanliness and
how it relates to increased productivity.
Discuss how to inspect the building and determine
potential maintenance issues.
Identify measures that can be taken to ensure
the security of the parking lot, building and any
vehicles on the property.
Discuss the importance of maintaining equipment
and using specific maintenance schedules.
Explore information about regulatory compliance
and why it is important to ensure your shop stays
up-to-date.

PM15

Describe
Performance
Feedback and
Coaching

Production manager is able
to build a high-skilled team
using leadership models,
appropriate feedback,
performance reviews and
management systems.

Explain the value of employee mentoring for both
the employee and the business.
Discuss how to create an environment for open
dialogue throughout the collision repair facility.
Discuss ways to encourage teamwork through
employee performance feedback.
Identify how to prepare, track and perform
employee reviews and learn different ways to
document employee performance.
Review technician attendance, internal turn backs
and finally, part failure rates.
Identify the tools to monitor shop KPIs,
starting with what to monitor and why, then
moving on to root cause analysis of KPI
deficiencies and how to use root cause analysis to
benefit the business.
Determine different ways to communicate shop
metrics to all levels of the business.
Examine employee recognition and how to make it
a valuable team building tool.
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PM16

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Describe
Managing a Shops
Human Resource

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Production manager is
able to hire and manage
a productive staff.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Examine how to develop staffing levels to
determine the right number of personnel to
efficiently run the business.

P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T

REF

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Discuss techniques for reviewing prospective
team member resumés to find the best candidates
to interview for the job and ways to interview
prospective candidates.
Discuss the importance of PTO standard operating
procedures (SOPs) for holidays, vacation and sick
time.
Review the training programs that are available to
the collision repair industry, including the I-CAR
Professional Development Program™ (PDP) and
other certifications.
Identify the safety training programs and the
regulation compliance associated with them.
Examine direct repair program (DRP) relationships.
PM17

Implement
Cycle Time Best
Practices

Technician must be able
to measure cycle time,
identify waste in process
and look for methods to
improve cycle time.

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.
Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including Non-Structural, structural,
and refinishing repair areas.

PM18

Apply a Learning
Culture to the
Shop

Production manager is able
to explain the importance
of implementing a learning
culture to increase
productivity and work
quality.

Examine how business performance can improve
by implementing a learning culture.
Discuss the value of knowledge as a sustainable
competitive advantage for the business.
Identify the main roadblocks a shop will need to
address when implementing a learning culture,
such as:
• Implementing learner expectations
in the repair facility
• Committing to being an expert and how
to implement that in a repair facility
• Sharing knowledge and how to implement
sharing in the repair facility
• Systems thinking and how to implement this
concept into the shop

PM19

Apply a Learning
Culture to the
Shop

Production manager
is able to hire staff
that are committed
to skills development
and the organization.

Examine the importance in hiring the right people
for developing and maintaining a successful
learning culture.
Identify the traits of the Millennial generation to
provide an understanding of the behaviors they
possess to support a learning culture.
Examine the importance of conducting behavioraltype interviews that support
a learning culture.
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P RO DUC T I ON M AN AGE M E N T

REF
PM20

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Describe
New Talent
Development

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Production manager is
able to recruit new talent
into the repair facility by
being actively involved in
community events, job
shadowing and developing
internal career paths.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Discuss forming partnerships in the community to
recruit talent.
Examine the importance of relationships with local
schools, parents and students.
Identify current recruitment practices that are
yielding results in the collision repair industry.
Explore career fairs and career day events.
Examine best practices for conducting and
marketing career days.
Discuss job shadowing.
Explore effective practices and benefits of
conducting job shadow events.
Examine the steps to implement a career path and
the benefits of having the structure in place.
Discuss the benefits to developing career paths
within the collision repair facility.

PM21

Examine
Cycle Time
Improvement
Solutions

Production manager
is able to asses a shops
current cycle time to
identify opportunities
for improvement.

Review of what cycle time is and how it can be
broken down into shorter sub-cycle times.
Assess a shop’s current cycle time and where
there may be time bandits lurking that are making
the repair process inefficient.
Discuss strategies for eliminating the various
time bandits, such as scheduling everything,
introducing visual aids, organization opportunities
and eliminating waste.
Examine Parts handling and how to make parts
issues more manageable.
Discuss what to observe during these process
walkthroughs and efficiency improvements that
could be implemented.
Identify how to introduce your observed solutions
for improving cycle time to the rest of the shop.
Proven methods of doing this will also be
discussed.

PM22

Define the
Blueprinting
Process

Production manager
is able to implement
blueprinting processes
and explain the benefit of
blueprinting each vehicle
that enters the work
stream.

Examine the blueprinting process and the
efficiencies gained through its implementation.
Industry experts share their process of
blueprinting and the benefits associated
with its implementation.
Examine the staffing needs for blueprinting.
Compare and contrast an initial estimate with a
blueprint.
Explore successful strategies for blueprinting.
Discuss the logical steps in the
blueprinting process.
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Skill Detail

REF
PM23

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge
and Skill Area

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

Identify In-Process
Quality Control
Standards

Production manager is
able to build upon previous
quality control standards
to reduce cycle time and
customer comebacks.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identifies common concerns and quality issues
that are experienced throughout the industry.
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Examine what the current state of their
facility is and if any of these common
problems are occurring.
Emphasize the importance of having quality
checks and standards documented and in place
how they can really benefit the facility.
Identify possible solutions to help reduce or
eliminate problems during estimate writing.
Identify quality checks and processes
that cover measuring, welding, straightening and
body repairs and tips to incorporate
those processes.
Discuss quality checks during the prep, refinish
and detailing phase.
Examine the root cause of problems rather than
just continuously repairing the defects.

PM24

Identify KPI
Critical Factors

Production manager
is able to evaluate
shop key performance
indicators to identify
areas for improvement.

Examine beneficial tips and thought process
tools useful during production management to
help manage the things that can affect KPIs
(cycle times, supplements, touch times, rental car
durations and CSIs).
Discuss ways to calculate various elements of the
KPIs, which can provide areas for improvement
(determine if they are at, above, or below the
industry average).
Discuss what to expect if a decision is made
to enter into a network program or expand
knowledge of the pros and cons of partnering with
agencies, like OEMs or insurers.
Identifies the main areas monitored between the
different network programs they can participate in.

PM25

Examine Profit
and Loss
Statements

Production manager is
able to make net and gross
profit calculations, monitor
the P&L statements for
fluctuations and discuss
ways that positively impact
sublet job gross profits.

Examine the main sections of a profit and
loss statement.
Identify the importance of dividing each of the
main sections into accounts and sub-accounts to
detail your business.
Discuss Sales and income, cost of goods sold
(COGS) and overhead expenses to understand the
relationships between them.
Learn how to perform gross profits and net profits
calculations.
Explain how to use a P&L statement to monitor
labor gross profits.
Examine the accounts that make up parts gross
profits.
Explain how to use a P&L statement to monitor
parts gross profits.
Review the most influential KPIs used to manage
materials in the refinishing department.
Discuss how COGS will impact P&M gross profits.
Examine how to use a P&L statement to monitor
sublet gross profit.
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REF
PM26

78

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Communicate
to Build Vendor
/ Insurer
Relationships

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Production manager is
able to foster and grow
relationships with insurance
companies and vendors
to create a positive
working environment.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Identify open communication as the key to
avoiding conflicts with insurance companies,
supply vendors and sublet shops.
Examine possible reasons for conflicts with the
various outside sources.
Discuss how to avoid these conflicts in the first
place and also how to resolve the conflicts that
do arise.
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Skill Detail

AUTO PHYSICAL DAMAGE APPRAISER
AU TO PH YS IC A L DA MAG E AP P RAISER

INDUSTRY SEGMENT – INSURERS

ROLE DESCRIPTION
Inspect, analyze and evaluate damaged vehicles to create a comprehensive and
accurate damage report. These individuals often travel to a vehicle’s location,
which may include tow facilities, repair facilities, dealerships and customer
locations. They may also work in a company drive-in claims center and use
computers to write estimates and use computer software to write estimates.
Those in this role document all aspects of claims investigation and processing
and follow company claims processes that account for a fair and accurate
settlement, customer satisfaction and cost management.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Inspect, analyze and evaluate damaged vehicles to create a comprehensive
and accurate damage report.
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REF
A1

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify Vehicle
Construction
Materials

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser is able to
identify all materials used
for vehicle construction
and explain where certain
materials are commonly
used.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Details how materials are identified using repair
information resources (OEM, Service Information).
Each type of construction material such as steel,
aluminum, magnesium and carbon fiber along
with their characteristics, common locations and
applications are explained.
Details the different types, strengths of steel (Mild,
HSS and UHSS) and common locations of each.
Examines the different aluminum alloys commonly
found for automotive applications.
Identifies magnesium applications and precautions
when working around magnesium.
Discusses characteristics and applications for
carbon fiber.
How to identify carbon fiber when visible and nonvisible weave patterns are used.

A2

A3

Protect Vehicle
During Repairs

Practice
Workplace
Safety

Appraiser determines
proper vehicle protection
for work being performed
such as use of welding
blankets, interior
protection, crash wrap,
parts storage racks
and electrical system
protection.
Appraiser is able to
use safety data sheet
and labels and practice
general shop safety.

Details the common vehicle protection that takes
place during all phases of the repair starting with
initial vehicle check and ending with delivery.
Best practices for moving a disabled vehicle
Precautions during teardown, parts storage, frame
rack, during body repairs, welding and heating.
The refinishing processes are explained to prevent
additional work related damage.
Identify the safety protocols when working at a
repair facility.
Discuss working safely with solids, liquids and
gases in a repair facility.
Describe work and tool safety.

AU TO PH YS IC A L DA MAG E AP P RAISER

Explain storage regulations for containers,
grounding and flammable/combustibles.
Describe repair facility maintenance and
emergency handling protocols such as written
emergency plans, evacuation plans and hazardous
material spill safety procedures.
Explain workplace education posting
requirements, written hazardous communication
program and hazardous material training
programs.
Identify hazardous material regulations as well
as information contained in the 16 sections of a
Safety Data Sheet.
Identify requirements for a supplier label and the
differences between supplier, workplace and
“other means of identification” labels.
Identify the requirements for a workplace
label comprised of pictograms, signal
words, precautionary statements and
supplemental information.
Explain label indicators and the information
displayed for NFPA and HazCom 2012
label types.
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REF
A4

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Select Personal
Protection
Equipment

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser is able to
select the correct gloves,
respirators, hearing and
clothing based on work
being performed.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the approved hand, foot and body
protections.
Discuss the ANSI standards for eye and face
protection needed during shop repairs as well as
specific welding protections.
Allowable sound levels based on intensity
and duration and the OSHA Hearing Conservation
Program governing ear plug and ear muff usage.
Types of approved respiratory protection, such
as air-purifying and supplied-air respirators detail
their classifications uses, proper wearing and fittesting, cleaning and storage.

A5

Identify Hybrid
Vehicles

Appraiser can identify parts
that are unique to hybrid
vehicles and list safety
precautions and damage
analysis considerations.

Identify different types of electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Discuss the parts (control module, electric motor,
inverter, converter, batteries) that are unique to
hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify electric vehicle safety systems
and hazards.
Explain built-in safety systems and parts present
on hybrid electric vehicles.
Identify the hazards that are present on hybrid
electric vehicles.
Explain the steps required to disable a hybrid
electric vehicle.
Examine regenerative braking found on
electric vehicles.
Identify cooling systems and service notes
for performing collision repairs on hybrid electric
vehicles.

Perform Damage
Analysis
on Unitized
Structures

Appraiser is able to
identify parts of the
unitized structure, identify
damage based on
vehicle measurements,
explain collision
energy management
principles and list repair
considerations for
unitized structures.

Identify the repair and replace considerations for
front unitized structure damage analysis.
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A6

Discuss repair considerations for radiator core
support, upper and lower rails, strut towers,
aprons, engine cradle and cowls.
Discuss repair and replace methods specific to
doors and door parts, movable and heated glass
and sunroofs.
Explain repair and replace considerations for
the rear bumpers, lighting and pickup truck box
assembly.
Identify vehicle structures (Unibody, Space Frame
and Body-Over-Frame).
Examine how collision forces are absorbed by the
unitized structure and how vehicle damage may
occur away from the point of impact.
Explain Point-to-Point measuring techniques used
during the damage analysis process.
Discuss three-dimensional measuring principles to
measure three dimensional planes.
Identify when heat should be used during repairs.
Discuss partial and full part replacement options.

A7

Perform Damage
Analysis on Full
Frame Vehicles

Appraiser is able to
explain full-frame vehicle
design, collision energy
management principles and
list repair considerations.

Discuss how to identify full-frame vehicles.
Examine how full-frame vehicles are constructed
and how they manage energy in a collision.
Determine common damage and considerations for
making full-frame vehicle repairs.
Discuss full-frame vehicle damage and how to
inspect for partial replacement options, mounting
areas, crossmembers, and accessories.
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REF
A8

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Identify
Recycled Parts
Considerations

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser can locate
vehicle maker position
statements, repair
consideration, parts
grading, part usage
considerations, part
preparation, part sourcing
and list recycled parts best
practices.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail
Discuss the benefits of recycled parts.
Recall considerations for using recycled parts
compared to new parts.
Recognize the proper procedure for ordering
recycled parts and assemblies.
Examine recycling facility removal processes and
how they affect part usage for repairs.
List the proper steps for recycled part inspection
for bolt-on panels and structures, mechanical,
engine, drivetrain, suspension and wiring parts.
Identify unique procedures for installing recycled
assemblies and unitized
structure parts.

A9

Perform
Restraints
Systems Damage
Analysis

Appraiser is able to
describe restraint system
operation, locate repair
information sources,
identify parts and
make repair/replace
recommendations.

Examine how seat belts, pre-tensioners and roll
bars types of restraint systems work together to
protect the vehicle occupants.
Examine how the airbag system control modules
and sensors work together to properly deploy the
airbags.
Identify the operation of the airbag system, the
impact and safing sensors, restraint control
module, driver SRS and passenger SRS.
Discuss the inspection considerations for seat
belt systems, seat belt pre-tensioners and roll
bar systems needed to prepare an estimate for
collision repair.
Recall inspection considerations for the front
passenger airbag system, side airbag, impact
and safing sensor and restraint control module
inspection considerations.
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A10

Determine
Refinish
Considerations

Appraiser is able to
identify various automotive
finishes and explain the
repair process from the
estimating perspective
including materials used
and finish systems.

Examine the common OEM finishes (Single stage,
basecoat/clearcoat, multi-stage).
Discuss refinishing terminology that encompasses
the refinish process.
Identify refinishing tools and equipment.
Discuss the part preparation process for new
parts, repaired parts.
Examine the refinish process (primers, color
matching, vehicle preparation, paint/clearcoat
application).
Discuss corrosion protection.

A11

Perform
Stationary Glass
Damage Analysis

Appraiser is able to identify
different types of stationary
glass, consideration for
removal to access a
repair area, glass repair
considerations, ADAS
implications and part
ordering considerations.

Recall the structural role of stationary glass.
Identify the types and features (tinting, frit,
shading, encapsulated glass, trim and moldings)
of stationary glass.
Identify the types of adhesives used with
stationary glass.
Explain adhesive cure times for minimum
driveaway time.
Examine stationary glass repair vs. replace
considerations.
Discuss items to consider for stationary glass
installation and calibration.
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REF
A12

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Damage
Analysis on
Interior Trim and
Movable Roofs

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser is able to assess
damage to a vehicle hard
top, soft top, as well as
interior trim and make
repair or replace decisions.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify general interior trim parts damage analysis
and considerations for carpeting, interior lamps
and pillar trim.
Examine forward passenger compartment trim
inspection areas, including the dash, console and
overhead trim.
Discuss types of convertible tops and convertible
top repair options for complete convertible top
replacement.

A13

Write Estimates

Appraiser is able to explain
P-page usage, understand
estimate terminology,
interpret the estimate
and manage the overall
estimating process.

Identify the different labor categories (body, paint,
mechanical, structural, diagnostic, electrical and
glass).
List common part types (OEM, aftermarket,
reconditioned, LKQ/Used, Optional OEM)
and operations.
Identify refinish operations, paint and materials on
the estimate.
Discuss how betterment and depreciation can
affect an estimate total.
Explain the definition of blueprinting and
the efficiencies gained by implementing the
blueprinting process.
Explain the purpose and process for mapping a
damaged vehicle, identify pre-existing damage
and identify upsell opportunities.
Explain common estimating systems for P-pages.
Discuss common items that are considered
Included and Not-Included operations.
Examine refinish operations found in the P-pages.

Write Estimates
and Supplements

Estimator is able to explain
the process for writing an
estimate using blueprinting
SOPs and manage the
overall estimating process.

Identify the steps required for entering customer
and vehicle information, including damage and
repair and replace items.
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A14

Identify the customer and vehicle information
needed for the estimate.
Identify how to write the estimate, including repair
and replace items.
Identify the materials, sublet repairs and
mechanical repairs that are included on
the estimate.
Discuss other considerations that need to be
included on the estimate.

A15

Understanding
Cycle Time

Appraiser is able to explain
what cycle time is and
how they can play a role in
helping reduce shop cycle
time.

Explain what cycle time is and how reducing it can
benefit the collision repair facility.
Discuss the basics of measuring cycle time,
identify the waste that hurts cycle time and list
lean processes and SOPs that can be used to
reduce cycle time.
Explain how proper upfront damage analysis (i.e.
blueprinting) can be used to reduce problems that
commonly occur toward the back end of the repair
process.
Discuss how to ensure the proper parts are
ordered and received, as well as how to manage
the repair stream.
Examine cycle time issues that commonly occur
in different departments of the repair facility,
including Non-Structural, structural,
and refinishing repair areas.
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A16

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Lighting
and Vision Assist
Damage Analysis

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail

Appraiser is able to
describe lighting and vision
assist system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Identify the adaptive front lighting system,
operation and damage analysis.
Identify the high beam assist system, operation
and damage analysis.
Identify the night view assist system, operation
and the damage analysis process.

A17

Perform Damage
Analysis of Vehicle
Convenience
Systems

Appraiser is able to
assess damage to vehicle
convenience systems
such as power seats.

Identify the cause of system failures based on
indicators for the keyless entry system, theftdeterrent system, rain sensing wipers system,
climate-controlled seats system and the handsfree access system.

A18

Perform Air
Conditioning
Damage Analysis

Appraiser is able to
describe air conditioning
system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Identify the parts (condenser, accumulator,
evaporator, compressor, blower motor, switches,
lines and hoses) on the A/C system and how to
inspect for part damage to recommend repair or
replace.
Discuss considerations for servicing the
A/C system.

A19

Perform Heating
and Cooling
System Damage
Analysis

Appraiser is able to
describe heating and
cooling system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Recall the steps involved in conducting an
inspection on the Cooling system (engine coolant,
heater system, cooling fans, water pump, overflow
tanks, radiators and belts) of a damaged vehicle
and recommend parts repair or replacement.

A20

Explain Basic
Electrical Systems

Appraiser is able to explain
basic circuit construction,
common electrical
system failures, common
troubleshooting steps and
repair considerations.

Identify electrical damage following a vehicle
collision and identify parts of a basic circuit(power
source, load, path).
Recall, at a high level, how to locate potential
electrical damage following a collision.
Discuss basic circuit operation (voltage, current
and resistance) and how circuits are measured
using voltage drop.
Explain connector and wire repair.

A21

A22

Perform
Vandalism
Damage Analysis

Perform Theft
Damage Analysis

Appraiser is able to
examine damage related to
vandalism and make repair/
replace decisions based on
the extent of damage.

Appraiser is able to
examine damage related
to theft and make repair/
replace decisions based on
the extent of damage.

Explain the various types of finish, interior
and mechanical damage, as well as their
corresponding repair methods.
Discuss the processes following a theft recovery.
Explain the processes for determining
fluid contamination.
Identify items commonly stolen during a theft
(catalytic converters, air bags, wheel/tires),
and methods used to steal OEM and aftermarket
electronics.
Discuss certain practices for inspecting a
recovered stolen vehicle.
Learn to recognize types of damage related to
theft, as well as possible indicators of fraud.
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A23

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Steering
and Suspension
Damage Analysis

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser is able to
describe steering and
suspension system
operation, locate repair
information sources,
identify parts and
make repair/replace
recommendations.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify the parts and operation of the
parallelogram, rack and pinion, steering column
and steering power assist systems.
Identify the parts and operation of front and rear
suspension systems.
Identify both ride height control and ride damper
control parts and operation.
Discuss the key characteristics related to damage
analysis and inspection of suspension systems.
Recall characteristics of customer consultation
and visual inspection.
Identify tire, wheel and suspension inspection
areas, as well as toe, caster and camber
inspection areas.
Examine the characteristics of wheel tracking and
alignment angles.
Discuss steering system damage analysis
inspection techniques.

A25

Perform Drivetrain
Damage Analysis

Perform
Mechanical Brake
System Damage
Analysis

Appraiser is able to
describe drivetrain
system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Examine considerations for engine inspection and
component repair or replacement that includes air
intake systems, fluids and fuel systems, emissions
and exhaust.

Appraiser is able to
describe mechanical
brake system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Explain how basic brake systems operate,
including disc and drum-style brake assemblies.

Discuss the considerations for inspecting rollover
damage.
Identify inspection considerations of the
transmission, driveshafts and subframe to
recommend repair or replacement.

Discuss how brake system parts operate including
the master cylinder, braking assists, parking
brakes, lines and hoses.
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A24

Identify various types of brake fluids.
Identify areas of inspection for basic brake system
damage analysis.
Identify areas of inspection for disc brakes, drum
brakes, braking assists, brake lines, hoses and
parking brakes.
Examine anti-lock brake system (ABS) operation
and parts, traction control and stability control
functions and parts.
Discuss how these systems enhance braking.
Inspect and analyze ABS speed sensors, fluid
pumps, tone rings and circuits.

A26

Perform Damage
Analysis of Driving
Assist Systems

Appraiser is able to
describe driving assist
system operation,
locate repair information
sources, identify parts
and make repair/replace
recommendations.

Explain damage analysis of blind spot detection,
cross-traffic alert and parking assist systems in
vehicles.
Discuss how the driver assist systems operate,
the parts that influence the systems and what to
look for during a damage analysis inspection.
Discuss damage analysis of the lane departure
warning, attention assist, adaptive cruise control
and collision avoidance driver assist systems in
vehicles.
Recall how the driver assist systems operate, the
parts that influence the systems and what to look
for during damage analysis inspection.
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A27

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Natural
Causes Damage
Analysis

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser is able to identify
damage related to wind,
hail and flood damage
and list repair or replace
options for each.

E N ABL I N G O BJ E C T I V E S
Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Identify hail damage, repair options (Paintless
Dent Repair) and the indicators of fraudulent hail
damage.
Identify wind, lightning and infestation damage.
Discuss damages and estimate repairs for wind,
lightning and infestation damage.
Identify flood level, total loss and flood fraud
indicators.
Discuss health concerns related to working with
flood-damaged vehicles.
Identify vehicle engine compartment, interior and
electrical inspection areas.

A28

A29

Perform Fire
Damage Analysis

Write
Supplements

Appraiser is able to
examine damage related
to smoke, heat, fire and
method
used to extinguish and
determine repairability.

Discuss the processes for identifying the cause of
fire, locating the point of origin, and determining
temperatures.

Appraiser is able to
follow SOPs and add
supplements to a job.

Identify what should be looked for during the
inspection.

Explain the repair considerations associated with
various types of fire damage.
Explain the effects of heat on various vehicle
parts.

Examine what can happen if additional damage is
discovered.
Discuss how supplement regulations can vary.
Examine the steps in processing a supplement
request.
Identify how to create a supplement.
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A30

A31

Determine Vehicle
Repairability

Appraiser is able to
identify required photos,
explain how to best use a
camera for clear and well
lit photo, shot composition
and standard operating
procedures.
Appraiser is able to assess
whether the vehicle should
be repaired based on the
extent of damage.

Identify photo documentation for the collision
repair facility, insurers and customers.
List the photo equipment required for quality
photos.
Explain basic camera operation for quality photos.
Describe phot requirements during check-in,
disassembly and in-process.
Explain the process for determining overall vehicle
repairability.
Discuss the processes for determining the
condition of the vehicle, determining actual cash
value and determining repairability.

A32

Perform
Administrative
Tasks

Appraiser is able to
manage market area
and shop profiles,
equipment and software
maintenance and manage
customer relationships.

Explain the common administrative responsibilities
(creating assignment, planning routes, creating
and maintaining estimating profiles, addressing
customers, maintaining company equipment) of
an auto physical damage appraiser.

A33

Identify and
Complete Total
Loss Process

Appraiser is able to
evaluate the condition
report, explain the
importance of good
customer communication,
process
the vehicle and explain
the settlement process.

Discuss how to use a condition report to review
possible total loss vehicles.

Appraiser is able to
determine salvage value,
salvage inventory and
disposition of salvage.

Discuss methods used to determine the
value of a salvage vehicle, complete the salvage
process and options for disposing of a salvage
vehicle.

A34

86

Perform Photo
Documentation

Process Vehicle
Salvage

Explain the TOL process with the customer.
Document the condition of the vehicle
using photos.
Explain the process to finalize the total
loss settlement.
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Capture check-in photos.
Capture disassembly photos.
Capture in-process photos.
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A35

Knowledge
and Skill Area
Perform Quality
Control

Knowledge and
Skill Area Definition
Appraiser is able to
perform a variety of
quality control inspections
during repairs and after
the vehicle is complete.

Knowledge Detail

Skill Detail

Discuss the process for initial pre-repair
inspections.
Examine the phases and steps for in-process
quality control.
Identify the post repair/pre-delivery inspections
required.
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